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Introduction

Ludwig Wittgenstein concluded the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus with the well-
known sentence: ”Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent”. We believe
that, when there is nothing to say, statistical models are supposed to be silent, just
like humans. The challenge, both for humans and for models, is to understand when
there is nothing to say. For instance, according to Wittgenstein, humans should
not give an answer to a philosophical question, ill-defined by a misunderstanding
language. Then, what about models? When is a machine learning model trustworthy
enough to give reliable predictions in different contexts? In this thesis, we try to
define and implement a framework in which machine learning models are as much
reliable as possible. This topic is particularly relevant for high-stakes applications,
such as the predictive model describing the COVID-19 severity from host genetic,
which we will tackle in Chapters 3 and 4.

In particular, the ”black box” nature of deep neural network models is often a
limit for safe applications, since the reliability of the model predictions can be af-
fected by the incompleteness1 in the optimization problem’s formalization [5]. Doshi
et al. have recently shown that an adequate level of interpretability could increase
the neural network trustworthiness [6]. However, this is generally difficult to achieve
without altering the mechanism of deep learning [4]. For these reasons, we are mainly
concerned with the need to make the model predictions explainable to humans with
a by-design approach. It is reasonable to think that, when the model is doing some
explainable task, it is under the control of humans, who live the automatic model’s
decisions much more comfortably.

Following the fil rouge of explainability, we will introduce the theoretical aspects
of the problem (Chapter 1); we will continue with presenting novel methodologies in
the interpretable Artificial Intelligence (AI) field (Chapter 2) and conclude in Chap-
ters 3 and 4 with present-day applications of interpretable machine learning models
to the genetic component of COVID-19 severity.

In order to frame and systematize the topic, in Chapter 1 we define a set of require-
ments that an AI model has to satisfy in order to be considered reliable. Concretely,
we propose three main areas to be assessed:

1. the correctness of the model architecture, both from the point of view of data

1For instance, incompleteness happens whenever the model is solving a proxy of the assigned
task, e.g., the well-known snow detector, instead of the desired wolf Vs husky classifier, described
in [4].
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Introduction

and from the one of the algorithm;

2. the adequacy and reliability of functional requirements related to the model
predictions; and

3. the fulfillment of the policy guidelines, including privacy, safety, fairness, and
accountability.

In the same chapter, we provide a checklist with practical requisites in the form of
specific questions, in order to bridge the gap between abstract requirements, e.g.
those reported in regulation (see [7]) and practical problems. Inside the chapter, we
include the literature review on the different topics we will be dealing with in the
following.

Besides the practical matters discussed in the first chapter, in Chapter 2 a more
theoretical study is reported, where we describe two novel methodologies developed
during the Ph.D. in the explainability field. Both methodologies exploit, in an in-
novative way, the well-known concept of feature importance, which is intended to
assign a score to input features based on how useful they are at predicting the target.
A summary of the two methodologies is here reported:

• in the first methodology, we basically recognize that in a multi-layer neural
network with Rectified Linear Units (ReLU), the non-linear behavior of the
ReLU function gives rise to a natural clustering when the pattern of active
neurons is considered. This observation helps to deepen the learning mech-
anism of the network; in fact, we demonstrate that, within each cluster, the
network can be fully represented as an affine map. The consequence is that
we are able to recover an explanation, in the form of feature importance, for
the predictions done by the network to the instances belonging to the cluster.
Although the methodology needs to be tested in many more cases, it seems
to be able to increase the level of interpretability of a fully connected feedfor-
ward ReLU neural network, downstream from the fitting phase of the model,
without altering the structure of the network.

• The second novel methodology was born as the attempt to apply the well-
developed framework of logic constraints in machine learning (for a detailed
review, see [8]) to the explainability topic. The motivating question was the
following: is it possible to drive the AI model with the human apriori knowl-
edge2 of the extent of features’ importance? The methodology we are proposing
tries to answer the question with a regularization term, aiming at encouraging
the importance of the features to be a predetermined range. Hidden behind
the regularization term there is a local method for the feature importance
computation, that in our experiments is the Layer-wise Relevance Propaga-
tion (LRP), which links the model weights to be optimized to the user-defined
constraints on feature importance.

Many possible applications of this model-agnostic theoretical framework are
described in the present thesis, together with some promising experimental
results in the fairness area.

2in a sort of human-weighted AI.
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Introduction

Unfortunately, at the end of 2019, an event utterly changed the world in many
respects. The outbreak of Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by SARS-
CoV-2, has spread worldwide within a few weeks, reaching the status of a global
pandemic. In such a challenging context, a strong contribution has been provided
by the scientific research community, according to the individual capacity and sense
of responsibility. In particular, during the initial phases of the pandemic, a con-
siderable effort was made to monitor the evolution of the infection in terms of new
cases, recoveries and deaths, by exploiting mathematical modeling in the field of epi-
demiology. For example, my co-authors and I contributed by introducing an SEIR
compartmental model with a mobility-dependent parametrization [1].

Later in the pandemic, after almost two years, COVID-19 has demonstrated
itself to be a disease having a broad spectrum of clinical effects: from asymptomatic
patients to those with severe symptoms leading to death or persistent disease (the
so-called “long COVID”) [9, 10]. While vaccination programs and other preventive
measures are an important tool to significantly dampen infection transmission and
reduce disease expression, a much deeper understanding of the interplay between
SARS-CoV-2 and host genetics is required, in order to support the development of
treatments for new virus variants as soon as they arise.

In Chapter 3 we report the results of the analyses carried out to discover the
genetic variability explaining the different degrees of severity of patients affected
by COVID-19. The challenge was that, differently from Mendelian disease, where
a single variant can be responsible for the disease, complex genetic diseases like
COVID-19 are characterized by a potentially high number of both rare and common
variants contributing together in a cooperative way to the severity. Moreover, within
the chapter, further characterization of the multi-organ phenotype of the disease is
provided.

Finally, in Chapter 4 we aim at merging the notions learned in the previous
chapters by introducing a new interpretable machine learning model able to pre-
dict the severity of COVID-19 from host genetic data. It is worth stressing that
interpretability has been a guiding principle in the definition of the machine learn-
ing model, through the chapter. In fact, we deem that only a readily interpretable
model can provide useful and reliable information for clinical practice, while also
contributing significantly to diagnostics, and therapeutic targeting. Unfortunately,
the high dimensionality of host genetic data poses a serious challenge to evident
and reliable interpretability. We tackled this complexity, as revealed by the studies
reported in Chapter 3, by separately considering both rare and common variants
that were expected to contribute to the likelihood of developing a severe form of
the disease. This fact, along with the enriched gene-level representation of host ge-
netic data, was the basis for the model development, by an ensemble of interpretable
machine learning algorithms.

In Chapter 5 we present the conclusions, in addition to highlighting the outlook of
the work. In particular, many possible applications of the methodologies introduced
in Chapter 2 are suggested. Instead, research on the genetic bases of COVID-19
severity has already made great progress but needs to be further consolidated, for
instance by modeling the heterogeneous biological processes for different groups of
patients.

3
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Chapter 1
A model risk framework for
Machine Learning applications

The views, thoughts, and opinions expressed in this chapter are those of the authors in their

individual capacity and should not be attributed to Banco BPM S.p.A. or to the authors as

representatives or employees of Banco BPM S.p.A

Machine Learning (ML) applications are becoming increasingly widespread in
many different sectors: medicine, the advertising industry, recommender systems,
financial applications, etc. In the banking sector, ML applications range from risk
management [11, 12] to pricing [13, 14], and from customer segmentation [15] to
econometric and time series forecasting [16, 17]. It is easy to foresee that the volume
of business decisions driven by ML will increase in future years. Due to this, the
assessment of the ML model’s adequacy has become one of the major challenges to
overcome, and this process becomes particularly crucial for high-stakes applications
such as diagnostic techniques, autonomous guide, risk management, security, and
software.

Toy examples and case studies, usually applied by the ML scientific community
to a public dataset, could not reveal potential issues in ML application. Indeed,
proof of an algorithm’s effectiveness does not guarantee that an application operates
correctly, especially in the long term in a production environment. Therefore, while
developing and deploying an ML model can be relatively straightforward, maintain-
ing it in a production system, whilst guaranteeing a high level of performance over
time, is a complex task. A clear explanation is given by the so-called ”technical
debt” known in programming, introduced by Ward Cunningham in 1992, with a
parallelism from monetary debt [18]. The technical debt indicates the additional
work needed to compensate for the quick and dirty solution adopted before. Since
the potential technical issues can become, over time, increasingly difficult to correct,
it is said that the technical debt accumulates ”interest”. ML can be seen as a ”quick
and dirty” solution totally relying on data, which does not need a hypothesis or prior
assumptions. For this reason, a deterioration of the model’s performance over time
may occur without the possibility for the user to check the correctness of their own
hypotheses.

5



1. A model risk framework for Machine Learning applications

There is no immediate answer to the problem of identifying and mitigating the
risk of ML, since regulation, industry standard, and scientific knowledge are not
currently widespread or exhaustive. Some organizations have issued principles and
guidelines for ethical AI [19], such as ”Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI” [7] in
the European Union (EU), which outlines the principles for correct implementation
and usage of ML applications. Nevertheless, a link is currently missing between the
high-level regulation and practical matters in the model designing phase. Despite
numerous papers discussing AI policy [20], there is a lack of works with practical
suggestions for ML applications.

In the financial framework, depending on the particular jurisdiction, models are
traditionally regulated by specific monitoring bodies. For instance, risk management
models are regulated by the European Banking Authority (EBA), through specific
regulatory technical standards and guidelines, which focus on standard and internal
models involved in the computation of regulatory and economic capital requirements.
In this context, the institution’s Internal Validation Unit (IVU) monitors the sound-
ness and correctness of the internal models developed and employed by the bank.
The basic guiding principles for the validation of standard statistical models can be
found in Federal Reserve document SR 11-7 [21]. However, with the usage of ML,
new requirements emerge, since the traditional strategies based on the model’s hy-
potheses and domain knowledge injection are substituted by the automatic research
of patterns behind data. ML models usually deal with high-dimensional input data,
nonlinear models, and other technical aspects. These features change the way the
validation should be carried out in the direction of a more complex and frequent
assessment process. Recently, EBA issued a report on the identification of the key
challenges in using big data and advanced analytics [22], focusing on the increasing
challenge for both financial institutions and regulators due to the widespread use
of these applications. In particular, EBA recognizes that ”elements of trust”, such
as explainability and interpretability, are key elements that need to be assured, ”by
design”.

1.1 Related works

Many works have detected potential issues in the usage of Machine Learning (ML)
models for production. In [18], a lucid analysis of the so-called ”technical debt”
reveals the possible problems related to the ML model. In [23], a series of rules were
collected in the form of best practices to deploy an effective ML model, whereas [24]
reviews the main practices to build ML-powered applications. A complete review of
general requirements in ML models is provided in [25] and in [26] with a bibliographic
review. In [27, 28, 29], applicative reports in the risk management area are presented.
Other surveys are focused on certain sub-fields of ML or specific applications. For
example, in the context of healthcare, a clinical checklist is presented in [30] to assess
the suitability of ML applications. According to the authors, the current literature
lacks a comprehensive framework and a checklist of concrete requirements valid in
many contexts.

Concerning the methodologies for testing a specific area of ML models, some of
the literature adapts notions coming from the software testing domain [31] showing
that concepts such as code coverage, mutation testing, or property-based testing can

6



1.2. Requirements for Machine Learning model assessment

be translated to identify problems in ML. Another attempt can be found in [32] where
the authors test specific implementations of two different ML ranking algorithms.
Other analyses are reported in [33], which provides a list of 28 specific tests learned
from deploying ML systems at Google. In [34], a technique of standard model
testing based on “metamorphic testing” is applied to ML models. The aim of this
is to verify necessary properties of the intended functionality of the software, such
as the invariance of the predictions when an affine transformation, a permutation of
the input, is performed. The framework is applied to k-nearest neighbours and the
Näıve Bayes classifier.

1.2 Requirements for Machine Learning model assessment

The validation process of a Machine Learning (ML) model includes all activities car-
ried out in order to evaluate three fundamental aspects: (1) the correctness of the
model architecture, (2) adequacy of functional requirements, and (3) fulfilment of
the policy guidelines. This attempts to answer the following three fundamental ques-
tions: How is the model built? How well does it work? What are the consequences
of its activities?

The requirement of the correctness of the model architecture is related to the
conceptual soundness of the model, its design and the assumption made. This
includes an assessment of both the representativeness of the chosen dataset and
the main features of the algorithm (scalability, stability, etc.). In particular, more
than in the standard statistical techniques, in ML, the dataset representativeness has
a fundamental role, since the model parameters are highly adaptive to the amount
of information included in the data.

The functional requirements are related to the behavior of the model, i.e., to
the predictions performed by the model in different contexts. First, a mandatory
step is the standard analysis of the model performances in a testing dataset through
the usual evaluation metrics. However, a large part of the functional requirements
refers to the reliability aspects of the model, which provide a more thorough check of
the model performances under many possible scenarios. For instance, the behavior
of the model could be assessed whenever a feature changes (sensitivity analysis) or
under ad-hoc adversarial instances (adversarial examples). Another fundamental
indicator of the reliability of the model is its explainability, i.e., the capability of
the algorithm to make its decision process human-comprehensible to some extent.
This functionality is essential to verify whether the model is actually solving the
task assigned to it, rather than another one, which is probably simpler and not
generalizable to the original problem1.

Finally, the requirement in the policy area includes the fairness of the predic-
tions, the accountability, the safety of the model and the privacy of the sensitive
dataset. Other policy requirements reported in [7] are societal and environmental
well-being, including sustainability, environmental friendliness, social impact, and
the requirement of human agency, referring to fundamental rights, human agency,
and human oversight. Finally, EBA reports [22] stress the importance of using an
”ethical by design”approach in building ML applications. In this context, the linkage
with Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) policies cannot be overlooked.

1e.g., the snow detector instead of the desired wolf/husky classifier, described in [4].
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In the following list, the topics for the requirements that should be evaluated
during the assessment process are summarized.

A) Architectural requirements:

1. dataset representativeness through the phases of both data acquisition
and preprocessing;

2. algorithm adequacy, such as scalability, stability, and efficiency.

B) Functional requirements;

3. model performance evaluating the testing phase, also with respect to
benchmark models. Model relevance, i.e., potential underfitting/overfitting;

4. model reliability, including sensitivity analysis, explainability and model
maintaining.

C) Policy requirements:

5. privacy and data governance, including respect for privacy, data quality
and integrity, and access to data;

6. safety, including resilience to cyber-attacks and security, a fall-back plan,
and general safety;

7. fairness, diversity, nondiscrimination, avoidance of unfair bias, client’s
accessibility to personal information and universal design, and stakeholder
participation;

8. accountability, auditability, minimization and reporting of negative im-
pacts, trade-offs, redress, chain of responsibility, transparency, traceabil-
ity, and communication.

For each section treating the above-mentioned points, we provide a table with
specific requirements in the form of technical questions. The questions are identified
with an ID number and the letter: A for the requirements in the architectural area,
F for the functional area, and P for the policy area.

For the sake of clarity, in Figure 1.1, a tree chart representing the phases of the
validation process is shown.
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Figure 1.1: Representation of the requirements for a Machine Learning model vali-
dation process.
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1.3 Dataset representativeness

In the context of the validation of the Machine Learning (ML) model, the correctness
and representativeness of the dataset assume a primary role. The reason for this is
that, since the model’s hypotheses are not explicit, the calibration of the parameters
is driven almost entirely by the information included in the data. Therefore, the
validation process needs to primarily assess if data have been correctly collected and
represent what they should. As a consequence, a large amount of work should be
conducted to ensure that the quality of data is good. In [35], [36], [37], the standard
techniques for testing the data pre-processing phase are reviewed.

1.3.1 Data collection

The data collection phase aims at gathering, merging, and organizing the input
dataset of a model. The dataset can be either provided by an external source or
derived from an internal data acquisition process, or a combination of both. The fact
that the process is externalized does not eradicate the need for an assessment [7].
Therefore, in any case, an assessment of the dataset is needed, with the complication,
in the external case, that the acquisition process could not be directly assessed.

A wide range of possibilities for dataset acquisition exist, usually relying on
data scraping techniques to extract data from web content. Other methods rely on
leveraging the public dataset, e.g., Kaggle and the UCI Machine Learning Reposi-
tory; exploiting past datasets harvested in another context; directly observing the
necessary data, etc.

Reliability of data collection

When the dataset is internally collected by the company, an adequate process for
evaluating the reliability of the data acquisition process needs to be defined and
followed.

A possible source of issues is the incorrect labeling of the supervised dataset.
A typical ex-post warning of this problem emerges when the model has lower per-
formances than the random guess, e.g., is better predicting the wrong class. It is,
therefore, best to measure the target class multiple times (or with different sources)
whenever possible. Moreover, when measurements are carried out, the estimate of
the error should be annotated along with the whole numeric data value (any round-
ing, discretization procedures will come later) in order to evaluate the statistical
significance.

Especially when the dataset is internally gathered, the cooperation between the
person who takes the measurement and the data analyst needs to be stressed, in
order to grant whether the interpretation of the latter, who may not be an expert in
the field, is coherent and correct. In the case of an external dataset, the assessment
process is more difficult due to the possible lack of transparency. One possibility is to
rely on verification bodies that certify data providers as golden/not golden sources.

An important question is whether the data acquisition process will be continuous
in time. When the dataset is continuously updated, the stationarity of the acquired
dataset needs to be carefully evaluated. On the contrary, when the dataset is frozen,
the assessment should be focused on the adequacy of past observation to reflect
recent phenomena.
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Possible Biases

The general requirement of the dataset exploited in the model’s calibration is to
be representative of the real-world data distribution, i.e., free from possible biases
or outliers. This should be primary conducted by avoiding the favoring of some
instances, features, or target categories during sample selection (the so-called sam-
ple/selection bias) or by checking possible measurement bias in the act of collection.
Furthermore, the so-called response or activity bias regards content generated by
humans, where few sources and a small proportion of users may not be representa-
tive of the real data distribution. Moreover, confirmation bias is the effect of having
an expectation of target data in human labelling. Finally, feedback loops happen
whenever a feature of the dataset is determined from a previous model, possibly
correlated with the target variables.

The first step to mitigate the effect of biases is the awareness of them. Possible
solutions can be adopted by exploiting multiple data sources or ad-hoc strategies in
the labeling and data scientists’ work organization, re-sampling, etc. [38].

Dataset size

Once the overall dataset has been collected, the data scientist needs to select a
domain adapted for the scope, by excluding samples. This reduces the dimension
of the dataset, but contributes to reducing the difficulty of the problem at hand, at
least at the beginning.

As regards to the dataset size, its minimum depth depends upon many factors,
such as the number of features, the algorithm, and the specification of the problem.
There are different rules of thumb, with no full agreement in the scientific community,
e.g., the number of instances of the training dataset should be higher than ten
times the number of features. This should be considered as a minimum requirement
considering the growing availability of big data.

Finally, a good feature of the dataset for classification problems is the balance
between the different classes. Whenever the actual data distribution has an un-
balanced nature and our scope is beyond the mere accuracy, the problem can be
balanced through different techniques, such as class weight and random undersam-
pling/oversampling.

The list of requirements for the data collection phase is reported in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Checklist for data collection requirements.

Code Check

A1 Is the data acquisition process internal or external? If inter-
nal, how are the data sampled (scraping, other datasets, di-
rect observation, etc.)? Is this phase properly documented?

A2 In the case of an external process, is the data source certi-
fied as a golden source? Is there any documentation on the
acquisition phase?

A3 How will the data be stored and managed? Have you put in
place strategies for a long-term archive and planned back-
ups?

A4 Is the dataset properly described, through metadata/data
dictionary? Is there any available documentation describing
the meaning of the dataset information? Do you understand
the meaning of the features?

A5 Is it intended to make the data, a part of the data, or ag-
gregated values publicly available?

A6 Is there any selection/sample bias, e.g., where only a part of
the population is tested? Did you perform traditional rep-
resentativeness analysis (Z-test, Kolmogorov–Smirnov, Chi-
squared, Kruskal–Wallis, ANOVA, etc.) of the target popu-
lation?

A7 Is there any measurement bias?

A8 Is there any possible optimistic bias for the labeling phase?

A9 Are there any feedback loops?

A10 Is the process of label assignment reliable? Is there an error
estimate (interval of confidence/multiple measures)?

A11 Are there unavailable desirable data and uncaptured rele-
vant features, e.g., possible confounders of the task?

A12 How are the multiple data sources joined? Are the data
correctly formatted before data integration?

A13 Do you put in place data quality and a data filtering process,
with checks and inspections?

A14 Is there an ongoing dataset updating process, or does the
procedure of data collection remain the same over time? Do
you apply any incremental (online) learning models?

A15 Do you filter the samples to your specific domain?

A16 Is the dataset size adequate? Are the data sufficient, or will
other observations need to be collected?
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After the acquisition of data, the phase of pre-processing includes any trans-
formation of raw data into a dataset with meaningful information for subsequent
analyses. The process can be very different from dataset to dataset and involves
the data cleaning phase for the detection and correction of errors, as well as fea-
ture engineering and exploratory data analysis for the study of possible preliminary
patterns.

1.3.2 Data cleaning

The data cleaning phase is the process of detection and correction of the information
included in a raw dataset.

Structural errors

Usually, it is first necessary to correct structural errors in the input dataset. Common
issues are typographical errors (naming conventions, incorrect capitalization, special
characters, etc.), domain value violations, values not satisfying specific constraints,
or the absence of mandatory data; in these cases, remedial action is needed. More-
over, especially when multiple data sources are combined, data can be duplicated.
A particular focus should be placed on data type conversions.

Missing values

Another common issue is the management of the absence of information, the so-
called missing data. The source of unknownness can be either forgetfulness/an
omission in the data acquisition process or an actual absence of information for the
specific feature–instance couple (censored data). The simplest way to cope with
this issue is to remove the instances with missing values, with the disadvantage of
dataset reduction. Other approaches assign average feature values, the most com-
mon, or a random value based on distribution. Other methods rely on regression or
classification for the prediction of the missing values. Especially when missing data
are the minority due to the actual absence of information, the coding of the infor-
mation’s absence into specific values is the most appropriate choice. For example,
for categorical variables, a typical solution is the null vector in one-hot encoding.

Outliers

An important step in ML data cleaning is the identification and treatment of outliers.
Many possibilities exist for the detection of anomalous values, such as box plot
visualization, quantile or skewness of distribution (the distribution is skewed in the
direction of the outliers). Possible replacement methodologies are based on log-
transformation, quantile-based flooring, capping, and replacing outliers with median
values; see, for instance, [39].

In order to check the correctness of the input dataset, a set of tests can be per-
formed. The first step is to assess that summary statistical indicators are consistent
with expectations. Common aggregated values are central tendencies (mean, me-
dian, or mode), standard deviations, percentiles, sum, count, and min-max. Another
possibility is to test if a feature distribution follows a schema, e.g., the number of
calls in an hour is similar to the Poisson distribution.
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In [31], a survey of testing methods for the quality of data is reported, and the
main goal is to try to identify errors by applying analytical queries. Data linting
introduced in [40] automatically identifies potential issues or inefficiencies in the
dataset by exploiting best practices, such as inspecting the training data’s sum-
mary statistics or individual examples. Another automatic pipeline for improving
model accuracy through error detection and repair is described in [41]. The list of
requirements for data cleaning is reported in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Checklist for data cleaning requirements.

A17 Are mandatory constraints, uniqueness constraints (unique
field for a single instance) or data type constraints satisfied?

A18 Are there any typographical errors in values (incorrect capital-
ization, extra spaces, different naming conventions, etc.)?

A19 Are there any values outside the domain or physically impossi-
ble data combinations (e.g., sex: male; pregnant: yes)?

A20 Are aggregated values consistent? Did you test if feature distri-
butions follow a schema, e.g., number of calls in an hour similar
to the Poisson distribution?

A21 Any issues in data type conversion?

A22 Are there duplicated observations? Is there a unique ID?

A23 How are the missing values treated?

A24 How are outliers identified and treated? Is the algorithm sen-
sitive to the outlier (e.g., LR) or not (e.g., DT)?

A25 Did you remove non informative features, e.g., features with all
constant zeros?

1.3.3 Feature Engineering

The feature engineering phase aims at converting and mapping original data into
more appropriate and informative representation. The process includes feature se-
lection, feature transformation and feature scaling.

Feature selection

A particularly delicate process in ML design is the selection of the features based
on their potential contribution to the prediction. Usually, this study relies on cor-
relations among features, the explained variance, and the evaluation of the model
performances when removing/adding features to the fitting process.

In [42, 43], a review of the principal feature selection techniques is provided,
broken down into feature extraction, filtering and wrapper methods. The goal of
feature extraction methods is to aggregate the original features into a smaller set
of synthetic (and usually non-interpretable) features (PCA, LDA, etc. [44]). The
filter approach instead selects the features independently by the potential induction
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algorithm [45], e.g., by performing univariate tests, with the disadvantage of not
facing the complexity of the problem. Finally, wrapper methods consist of exploring
the entire power set of the features set and selecting the subset of features providing
the best performances for the task. Here, the problem lies in the computational cost
for the high dimensionality of the feature set.

It is worth recalling that, for each feature, there is a software engineering cost
for the maintenance, fitting, correlation with other features, and possible instability.

Feature transformation

Features can be represented in different ways. Common transformations include
binarization, categorization, and log-normal transformation. New features can be
obtained by polynomial terms or a combination of other features. A particular focus
should be placed on noisy features, which show, in addition to the signal, a large
amount of additional meaningless information. The signal-to-noise ratio and the
information content should be evaluated.

Feature scaling

Feature scaling is the process of normalization and standardization of the features
in the dataset. Many strategies can be followed, such as the min-max, percentile
normalization, and standardization in Gaussian distribution, paying attention to
outliers.

The list of requirements for the feature engineering phase is reported in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3: Checklist for feature engineering requirements.

Code Check

A26 Is there a feature selection process? Are the non-informative
(constant, low variance) features ruled out? Did you remove
highly correlated features?

A27 How are the features encoded (continuous, binary, categorical,
ordinal, etc.)?

A28 Is there a data transformation process (logarithm, binned)?

A29 Are the features aggregated or decomposed, e.g., address de-
composed in city, street, etc.?

A30 How are features normalized/standardized? Did you consider
outliers in the scaling process?

A31 Did you perform feature engineering among the features? Is
there any PCA or synthetic variables?

A32 Did you evaluate the signal to noise ratio, or the information
content of features?

A33 Is there any data leakage in the pre-processing phase? Are you
sure that the engineered variables are not “contaminated” by
the target variable?
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1.3.4 Exploratory Data Analysis

Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is a preliminary important step in order to un-
derstand the structure of data and the relationships among features. Univariate
and bivariate analyses, as well as correlation plots, are instruments exploited in the
visualization analysis. Unsupervised techniques, such as PCA, TDA, and SOM,
aim to identify patterns, including possible clusters of instances, related to possi-
ble confounders. EDA is usually iterative for a complex problem where outliers,
trends, or other features of the data are discovered in a dynamic manner. The list
of requirements is reported in Table 1.4.

Table 1.4: Checklist for exploratory data analysis requirements.

Code Check

A34 How is the data exploration phase performed? Are there any
anomalies or clusters of recurrent patterns?

A35 Did you carry out univariate or bivariate statistics among fea-
tures or between a feature and a target?

A36 Did you represent distributions of data (PDF, CDF, QQplot)
in addition to a summary of statistics (multi-modal behaviour,
outliers)? Did you perform statistics for groups?
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1.4 Algorithm adequacy

The Machine Learning (ML) algorithm is a coding procedure, which, once fed with
the data, is able to provide the automatic programming of the statistical model.
Therefore, the task of an algorithm is to learn the model, without being explicitly
programmed, starting from data.

The classical distinction of ML algorithms is among supervised learning (SL),
unsupervised learning (UL), and reinforcement learning (RL). In SL, the algorithm
learns a function f̃ : x → y mapping the (usually multidimensional) input x to
the output y given a dataset of realized pairs of input/output: D = {(x,y)}. In
UL, the algorithm learns an informative representation, h(x), of the input, x, given
exclusively a dataset of the input, D = {x}. Finally, RL provides the learning of
the actions needed to maximize a cumulative reward in an interactive environment,
where the dataset of the possible response or the environment is physically evaluated.
In Table 1.5, we list the most commonly used ML algorithms for SL, divided into
classification and regression, in the case of categorical or continuous target variables,
respectively, and UL.

1.4.1 Algorithm effectiveness

The effectiveness of the ML algorithm depends almost exclusively on the peculiarities
of the problem at hand, in relation to the available dataset. In SL, some of the
algorithms require the target variable to be of a specific nature, e.g., continuous,
Boolean, or categorical, and the input features to be represented in determined
format, e.g., tabular, image, text, or time series. For this reason, the pool of available
algorithms, see Table 1.5, reduces for the specific problem at hand.

Usually, in SL classification or regression problems with a tabular dataset, mod-
els such as regression analysis (LR/LogR), decision tree (DT), random forest (RF),
neural network (NN), or support vector machine (SVM), are tested. It is important
to mention that only certain algorithms are able to provide a natural probabilis-
tic interpretation of the prediction, e.g., LogR contrarily to SVM for SL. Instead,
when data are structured in images, texts, or time series, other more sophisticated
algorithms are usually used, such as deep NN architectures, that are suitable for
the extraction of increasingly abstract information through the different layers. In
UL, depending on the task, some algorithms give a hierarchical representation of the
cluster (hierarchical clustering) or provide a unique clusterization by specifying the
number of clusters, eventually calibrated with hyperparameter tuning (e.g., k-Means
and k-Mode) or automatically provided by the algorithm (e.g., DBSCAN).

The choice of algorithm can be also driven by the size of training dataset in
relation to the number of features. Generally speaking, when this ratio is high,
e.g., more than 10 instances for feature, low bias/high variance algorithms, such as
kNN/DT/SVM, can be adopted; on the contrary, when the number of instances is
low, e.g., 1:1, high bias/low variance algorithms, such as LR/linear SVM/NB, can
be a better option.

One useful rule is to test all the algorithms that are simpler, in terms of parametriza-
tion, non-linearity, and optimization, with respect to the chosen one. When the
problem is linearly separable, the linear algorithms both in the input space (LR,
LogR) and in the transformed feature space (SVM with the linear kernel) are ef-
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ficient, and the residual error can be acceptable. On the other hand, nonlinear
models can be adopted. Finally, the degree of explainability of an algorithm can be
a discriminant feature in choosing the simpler models.

Table 1.5: Summary of most commonly used algorithms for Unsupervised Learning
(UL) and Supervised Learning (SL) divided into classification (clas.) and regression
(reg.)

Algorithm SL clas. SL reg. UL

Logistic Regression (LogR) x
Naive Bayes (NB) x
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) x
Ordinal Regression (OR) x
One Rule (OneR) x
Discriminant Analysis (DA) x x
Apriori (AP) x x
Support Vector Machine (SVM) x x
Decision Tree (DT) x x
Random Forest (RF) x x
Extremely Randomized Tree (ExtraT) x x
Neural Network (NN) x x
Convolutional NN (CNN) x x
Linear Regression (LR) x
Polynomial Regression (PR) x
Stepwise Regression (SR) x
Quantile Regression (QR) x
Linear Basis Function (LBF) x
Generalized Linear Model (GLM) x
Gradient Boosting (GBM, XGBoost) x
Adaptive Boosting (AB) x
Recurrent NN (RNN) x
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTMs) x
Autoencoders (AE) x
k-Means / k-Medians (kM) x
Hierarchical Clustering (HC) x
Gaussian Mixture (GMix) x
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) x
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) x
Latent Dirichlet Analysis (LDiA) x
Factor Analysis (FA) x
Self-Organizing Map (SOM) x
DBSCAN x
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) x
Variational Autoencoders (VA) x
Kernel Density Estimator (KDE) x
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1.4.2 Efficiency

Another important property of an ML algorithm is the computational efficiency, i.e.,
the amount of time required for the calibration and prediction phases of the model.
It may happen that, with a conspicuous dataset (both in the instances and in the
features), the training time can be significant and prohibitive with respect to the
available computational resource. Obviously, algorithms with low parameters, such
as NB and LR, are more efficient with respect to others, e.g., NN or RF. In addition,
the computational time for the train/test of a model depends upon the choice of its
hyperparameters, e.g., the number of layers and the choice of kernels. Linked to
the computational efficiency, the scalability of an algorithm measures the reduction
in the efficiency as a function of the increasing dataset size. The stability of the
calibration procedure should also be taken into account.

1.4.3 Correctness

In general, the fundamental ML algorithms are included in the open-source libraries
of many software packages. For this reason, the correctness of the source code of the
algorithms should be monitored by the scientific community. The main tools for ML
are Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA), R, and Python. For the
Python programming language, some well-known modules are Scikit-learn, Keras,
Tensor Flow, and PyTorch. Regarding the possible monitoring of the algorithm’s
code, the unit test aims to assess a particular unit of code, whereas the integrated
tests check the overall behavior. Test-Driven Development is intended to build
the test before building the functionality, and then refactor the code. The list of
requirements for the algorithm adequacy is reported in Table 1.6.

1.4.4 Training of the model

The training phase of a model includes the two fundamental steps of hyperparameter
choice and weight calibration.

The hyperparameters are variables that determine the algorithm’s structure (e.g.,
the number of layers in NN, number of neurons, activation function, and loss func-
tion) and control the learning process (e.g., the learning rate, batch size, number
of epochs, and optimizer). Hyperparameters are not explicitly optimized during the
training phase, and their choice could be a demanding process. Rules of thumb, in-
dustry standards, choices made for related problems, or trial and error strategies are
the common ways to fix the hyperparameters. Otherwise, analytical methods, such
as grid search and random search, optimize a performance metric in a test dataset
spanning the space of possible hyperparameter values.

Before starting the fitting phase, it should be assured that data are coherently
split into training, validation, and test sets and properly randomized, to avoid a
spurious effect due to a particular order in the data collection. The behavior of
the loss metric in the training and validation sets should be monitored during the
fitting phase to measure possible overfitting/underfitting. For the training, many
optimization algorithms exist: Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), ADAptive Mo-
ment estimation (ADAM), Momentum, Root Mean Square Propagation (RMSprop),
etc. Another useful instrument to evaluate the model performances is the learning
curve.The learning curve is the representation of the prediction error vs. the training
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Table 1.6: Checklist for algorithm adequacy requirements.

Code Check

A37 Is the algorithm suitable for the addressed problem and the
available dataset? Does the solution require a probabilistic in-
terpretation? Is the loss function adequate?

A38 Is the algorithm adapted to the nature of the target variable
(categorical, ordinal, binary)? Is it appropriate for the possible
sparsity of features?

A39 Is the problem linearly separable? Did you take care of the
bias/variance trade-off depending on the dataset size? Have
you tested all the simpler algorithms?

A40 Is there any algorithmic bias? Are you unintentionally favour-
ing some features, e.g., the continuous ones in logistic regres-
sion, or those having many categories in random forest?

A41 Are you balancing the dataset or the errors evaluated by the
algorithm?

A42 How much is the computational cost? Remember that instance-
based methods require a retrain for each prediction.

A43 Does the model keep working with an increase in the data? Is
it scalable?

A44 Is the algorithm correctly coded?

set size for training and validation sets. As the dataset becomes larger, the training
score should increase, and the validation score should decrease. If the two scores do
not converge, this means that there is high variance, potentially solvable by collect-
ing more data. When the two curves converge toward too high values, the model is
subject to high bias and should be made more complex.

The list of requirements for the training phase is reported in Table 1.7.
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Table 1.7: Checklist for training requirements.

Code Check

A45 Did you randomize data, to avoid a spurious effect due to a
particular order in the data collection process?

A46 How did you fix the model hyperparameters (topology and size
of NN, number of layers, neurons, etc.)?

A47 How did you treat regularization terms (L1, L2, elastic net,
activity regularize, batch normalization, dropout, etc.)?

A48 How did you fix algorithm hyperparameters (learning rate,
batch size, number of epochs, loss function optimizer, etc.)?

A49 Did you visualize the grid search results? Are they the actual
maximum or flat?

A50 Is the result of the fitting procedure stable by changing the
seed?

A51 Did you visualize the loss as a function of the optimizing step
and epochs? Did you evaluate the learning curve?

A52 Did you perform periodic validation of training, periodic check-
points and analysis of key input value trends?

1.5 Model Performance requirements

The performances of a Machine Learning (ML) model represent the extent of correct-
ness of its forecasts on a held-out clean testing dataset. It is important to highlight
that the testing dataset must not be previously exploited for training activities,
feature engineering, or hyperparameter optimization. For data with temporal com-
ponents, the split can be challenging [46]. In any case, the performances on the test
should be compared to a pre-determined minimum acceptable threshold or to other
benchmark models’ performances.

1.5.1 Performance metrics

For regression problems, the common metrics for evaluating the goodness of predic-
tions are based on aggregating the errors between predictions ỹ and expected targets
y for a sample of N instances into a single value (sum or average). Since the errors
ỹn − yn need to be made positive for a meaningful aggregation, a proper function
has to be applied. The Mean Square Error (MSE) is defined as the average of the
squared differences between predicted and expected target values:

1

N

N∑
n=1

(ỹn − yn)2.

The square root of MSE is called the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and provides
results with the same unit of measure of the target. Instead of the square, by
averaging the absolute value of errors |ỹn − yn|, we have the Mean Absolute Error
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(MAE) or the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), when the absolute value

is applied to the fraction of the error over the expected target value
∣∣∣ ỹn−ynyn

∣∣∣. This

latter measure is useful when the scale of the different observations significantly
changes.

In the context of the classification problem, the fundamental evaluation metric
is the confusion matrix 2, which collects the number of right and wrong previsions
computed by comparing the predictions of the model with the true labels. In par-
ticular, for binary classification, the matrix reports in the diagonal the number of
true positives (TP) and true negatives (TN), whereas the extra-diagonal elements
collect the number of false positives (FP), i.e., type I error, and the number of false
negatives (FN), i.e., type II error.

The accuracy score is an aggregated value of the confusion matrix given by the
sum of diagonal terms (TP and TN) divided by the sum of all the matrix values:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
.

This specifies how many instances are correctly classified with respect to the total.
Nevertheless, the mere accuracy indicator can be misleading, especially with an
unbalanced dataset when the predicted class is the predominant one. The precision
score measures the effectiveness of our estimator in finding the positive cases avoiding
false positives:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
.

Instead, the recall score (also called sensitivity) measures the goodness of the esti-
mator in discovering the positive cases by taking into account possible errors in false
negatives3:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
.

The F-beta scores are defined as the weighted harmonic mean between precision
and recall:

Fβ = (1 + β2)
Precision ·Recall

β2 · Precision+Recall
,

where if β > 1, the indicator becomes more recall-oriented, and when β < 1, it
becomes similar to precision. When β = 1, the so-called F1 scores provide a balance
between precision and recall by considering their harmonic mean.

The aforementioned measures are particularly useful when TP matters more than
TN. On the other hand, when TN is more relevant, the specificity, i.e., the equivalent
of precision with TN, can be evaluated, as well as fallout (false positive rate), which
is computed as a fraction of FP (false alarm) over the total negative (FP + TN).

The receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) is a graphical plot representing
the set of points given by the two coordinates (fallout, recall) as the discriminator
threshold, usually fixed at 0.5, varies from 0 to 1. In this plot, the random guess
model is represented as the bisector. Similarly to the ROC, the precision–recall
curve (PRC) plots the points (recall, precision). For both the plots, the area under

2The name came from the fact that it makes easy to see if there is a mislabelling problem.
3Usually important for examples in diagnosis. The name is derived from the recall of FN patients

that were outside the hospital.
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the curve (denoted as ROC-AUC, and PRC-AUC) measures the effectiveness of the
indicators, where random guess is AUC = 0.5.

Once the performance metrics have been defined, the stability of the results
should be evaluated. Multiple tests or cross-validation strategies (see [47]) ensure the
performances’ reliability. Eventually, a cost matrix could be taken into account for
differently weighting the wrong predictions (see, for example, cost-sensitive learning
[48]).

1.5.2 Model Relevance

The model capacity is a measure of the richness of the functional space where the
predictive function is drawn by the algorithm. In general, to avoid both overfitting
and instability issues, the algorithm should be no more complex than necessary for
the task entrusted to it. Model relevance (R) is defined as the difference between
the capacity (dented with C ′) of a specific model (algorithm A′ on the dataset D)
and the simplest possible capacity C of an algorithm A with the dataset D:

R = |C ′(A′, D)− C(A,D)|.

When the relevance is too high, the model is likely to be subject to overfitting.
There are different approaches for the evaluation of the model’s relevance. The

simplest way to measure the complexity is through the number of model parameters
to be optimized. Another proxy is the training time. A theoretical measure of model
capacity is the VC-dimension [49], i.e., the cardinality of the largest set of points
that the algorithm can shatter. It is computed by counting how many points, in
every possible configuration, a linear boundary can correctly classify. For instance,
in a one-dimensional boundary, only two points are always separable by a threshold
point. Another way to measure capacity [50] is to train the model with randomized
labels: the idea is that if the model is able to learn the random input/output pairs,
the capacity is high.

The most evident effect, which is potentially dangerous, of an overcomplex model
is overfitting. The correctness of both the training and validation datasets does
not give clean information about the forecasting ability of the model, but can be
useful to evaluate the possible overfitting/underfitting by evaluating the gap between
train and validation performances. Cross-validation is again a good way to measure
overfitting.

In order to avoid overfitting, various regularization techniques can be tested dur-
ing the training phase. For instance, the well-known Least Absolute Shrinkage and
Selection Operator (LASSO) regularization (see [51]) introduces the sum of the abso-
lute values of the model parameters as a penalization term. This regularization has
the effect of shrinking the estimated coefficients toward zero, providing a feature se-
lection method for sparse solutions within the classification tasks. Other techniques
are random dropout [52], l2 penalty and elastic penalty [53], batch normalization
[54], etc.

The list of requirements for the performance assessment is reported in Table 1.8.
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Table 1.8: Checklist for performance requirements.

Code Check

F53 Are the metrics properly chosen, sufficient and effective? Are they
adequate for imbalanced problems?

F54 Is there any data leak? Is the test really unseen or is feature
selection/oversampling performed on the overall dataset?

F55 Are the testing samples enough and the performance stable? Did
you try multiple tests or multiple cross-validation?

F56 Did you compare the results with the H0 distribution (shuffling of
the target)?

F57 Are the performances adequate with respect to the goal, the com-
petitor’s algorithm, and the baseline algorithm (random guess,
naive Bayes, dummy models)?

F58 Does the model quantify the error of the prediction?

F59 Is any cost matrix considered?

F60 Did you quantify the model relevance (e.g., training time, number
of parameters, VC dimension, etc.)?

F61 Did you evaluate overfitting?

1.6 Reliability requirements

The trustworthiness of a Machine Learning (ML) model, i.e., the stability of its
performances under many possible scenarios, is a fundamental requirement for day
to day applications. In fact, in a medium–long-term view, a reliable model does not
significantly lower its performance. Model trustworthiness is usually linked to other
factors, including the interpretability of the algorithm, the stationary of data, and
the lack of bias in data ([5], [4]). Especially in the field of interpretability, many
studies have been conducted in order to explain and interpret the ML models in a
human-comprehensible manner. The main reason behind these efforts is that the
human experience and capacity for abstraction allow the monitoring of the process
of the model decisions in a sound way, attempting to mitigate the risk of data-driven
models.4

Visualizing methods for sensitivity analysis

In the context of ML, a set of sensitivity analyses can be carried out by representing
in a plot, a projection or an aggregated value of the learning function chosen by the
model in the hypothesis space5.

Let us suppose we are interested in the feature i and we want to represent
the learning function as a function of it. The Individual Conditional Expectation

4The decision-making process is also strictly related to the concept of responsibility that cannot
be delegated to the algorithms.

5Functional space from feature space to the target space.
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(ICE) plot, described in [55], considers an instance at one time, manually varies the
feature i we want to visualize by keeping the other feature values fixed, and obtains
a single line plot of all the predictions (red line in Figure 1.2 for the cost house
task6. The chosen model for the example is a two hidden layer Neural Network.).

Mathematically, let us consider the n-th instance, x(n) = [x
(n)
i ,x

(n)
D/i], where D

represents the overall set of features. We aim to plot the function depending on the
i-th feature defined as follows:

ICE(n)(xi) = f̃([xi,x
(n)
D/i]),

where the other |D/i| features are fixed and taken from the base instance x(n). Simi-
lar paths can be found for other instances, and with N samples, we have N different
plots (see Figure 1.2). In this way, we take into account possible heterogeneous
dependencies of the same feature for different instances.

The average of ICE plots is called the Partial Dependence Plot (PDP), repre-
sented as a black line in Figure 1.2. Basically, for a single value of feature i, we
aggregated the effect of all the other features by an expectation of the target over
the marginal distribution of the other feature.

Figure 1.2: ICE plots: each red line is obtained for a single instance (house) by
changing the living area feature value, and plotting the changing predicted cost of
the house. With a black line, we represent the PDP. Basically, for the point with
fifty square meters of living area, we average the cost of all houses by substituting
50 square meters as their living area.

The PDP problem of creating artificial, potentially unrealistic instances can be
solved by M plots (see [57]) using only the instances with feature values close to the
one we are considering. Mathematically, this means using the conditional distribu-
tion instead of the marginal one in order to compute the expectation. Anyway, the
risk is to be too closely linked to the empirical joint distribution, in the sense that, if
there are correlated features, with the conditional distribution we move in the data

6The cost house task is a regression problem aims at predicting the cost of the house with 79
explanatory variables describing the aspect of residential homes in Ames, see Kaggle competition
[56]
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1. A model risk framework for Machine Learning applications

taking the dependence hidden in the joint distribution, instead of that of the actual
learned function. ALE plot [57] tries to solve the problem by computing variations
in the predictions instead of using the prediction level itself.

Finally, other visualization techniques are designed to represent the images in
the hidden layer of a deep NN; see [58].

Analysis of Stability

Most of the nonperforming ML models in the production environment are due to
unreliable or unstable results of their performances metrics. Therefore, it is very im-
portant to monitor the stability of the testing results, the hyperparameters choice,
and the fitting procedure with various datasets. If possible, the quantification of
the error of each measure should be carried out. For example, Conformal Predic-
tion (CP) is a framework to introduce a measure of confidence for the predictions
produced by any traditional Machine Learning algorithm [59].

The more an ML model is able to maintain performance in the presence of
noise, the more it is robust. Analyses should be carried out in order to evaluate
the reliability of the models under different possible scenarios, for instance, by the
techniques of adversarial example topics, thoroughly analysed in section 1.7.3. In
[60], the idea is to define key risk indicators (KRIs) by generating scenarios, such as
random input corrupted data or adversarial perturbations, and estimate the possible
damage, by considering the likelihood of each scenario.

Error analysis test on sub-population

After leading tests on unseen samples, it is important to ask ourselves why the
samples are either misclassified or correctly classified. This phase can be tedious
and time-consuming but could actually be crucial to find out possible errors and
eventually understand the mechanism on the basis of the ML model. In classification,
you should mostly focus on false negative/positive, depending on which error is the
most harmful for the task.

The test performances are usually measured as aggregated values, and this can
generate misleading results. For instance, the performances of a specific slice of data
can be very different with respect to the total. In general, a positive trait of an ML
model is the ability to maintain its performance level in different sub-populations
(e.g., defined by demographics features) or different time ranges. A possible test is
to slice the data to see if the model works differently across subgroups, or to check
the consistency of a prediction over time.

Metamorphic testing [34] verifies the properties that the predictions should have.
For instance, if two instances are the same but the second is older, the dead proba-
bility needs to be higher.

Benchmark tests

Depending on the business area, regulators can be required to perform benchmark
tests to verify the models’ robustness across companies, e.g., the European Central
Bank (ECB) targeted review of internal models (TRIM) in the banking area [61].
In the ML context, benchmark tests could focus on how the model works with
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standardized artificial instances, e.g., for loan approval models, to see if the credit
is granted to a person with particular features.

Explainability methods

Data-driven models with a large number of parameters provide non-unique and
nonlinear solutions whose mathematical description is difficult to understand for
humans. A fundamental challenge of ML is to explain, in a human-comprehensible
manner, the working of a black-box model. This topic is actively debated [62],
as it deeply involves the concept of knowledge itself. There are currently many
different approaches to tackle the explainability problem, e.g., LIME and SHAP;
in [63, 64, 65], a review of the existing methodologies with a particular focus on
deep learning model interpretability is provided. In [63], the authors classify the
methodologies in the following categories:

1. gain insight into the model’s functions (model inspection);

2. understand how the code is exploiting the features to make a decision in a
particular example (local interpretability based on feature importance);

3. understand how a black box machine learning model works (global inter-
pretability);

4. construct self-explanatory models, which incorporate interpretability by -design
into their structures (transparent design or intrinsic explainability).

Due to the advantage of being model-agnostic, the most used methods are those
addressing local interpretability through feature importance. For a tabular dataset,
the feature importance is usually represented as a rank in a histogram reporting how
important each feature is for the specific prediction. As an example, in the case of
LogR and linear SVC models, the importance of the features is automatically given
by the coefficients of the fitted model. For images or texts, the subset of the input
that is mostly in charge of the predictions gives rise to saliency maps (e.g., parts of
the image or sentences of a text).

Among the different model-agnostic local interpretable methods, permutation
feature importance methods quantify the feature importance through the variation
of a loss metric, by permuting the values of a selected feature on a set of instances
in the training or validation set. The approach was firstly introduced in [66] for
random forest and in [67] for neural networks. Other methods, such as class model
visualization [68], compute the partial derivative of the score function with respect
to the input, and [69] introduce expert distribution for the input giving activation
maximization. In [70], the authors introduce deep lift, which computes the discrete
gradients with respect to a baseline instance, by backpropagating the scoring dif-
ference through each unit. Integrated gradients [71] cumulate the gradients with
respect to inputs along the path from a given baseline to the instance. Finally, a set
of well-known methods called additive feature attribution methods (AFAM) defined
in [72] rely on the redistribution of the predicted value f̃(x) over the d input fea-
tures. They are designed to mimic the behaviour of a predictive function f̃ with a
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surrogate Boolean linear function g. This surrogate function takes values in a space
of the transformed vector of the input features: x′ = h(x) ∈ [0, 1]d:

f̃(x) ≈ g(x′) = φ0 +
d∑
i=1

φi x
′
i.

Among the additive feature attribution methods, the popular Local Interpretable
Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) [4] builds the linear approximated model with
a sampling procedure in the neighbourhood of the specific point. By considering
proper weights to the linear coefficients of LIME, the author in [72] demonstrated
that SHapley Additive exPlanation (SHAP)) is the unique solution of additive fea-
ture attribution methods with a set of desirable properties (local accuracy, missing-
ness, and consistency). This last method relies on the Shapley method introduced in
[73] and [74] for solving the problem of redistributing a reward (prediction) to a set
of player features in the coalitional game theory framework. It is worth mentioning
that the notion of Shapley value (whose theoretical meaning is treated in the Ap-
pendix 5) has been exploited by the author for the allocation problem of an overall
risk value in the risk management framework, for the publication of [75]. Finally,
Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) in [3] backpropagates the prediction along
the network, by fixing a redistribution rule based on the weights among the neurons.
Since LRP will be useful in Chapter 2, in Appendix 5 we detail the methodology
starting from the original paper [3].

The set of feature importance methods, along with the data type (TAB: Tabular,
IMG: Image) and the model to which the method refers (AGN: Agnostic, NN: Neural
Network), are reported in Table 1.9.

Table 1.9: Feature importance methods.

Method Data Type Model Reference AFAM

SHAP ANY AGN [72] v
LIME ANY AGN [4] v

Shapley value TAB AGN [73] [74] v
Permutation feature importance ANY NN [66] [67] -

class model visualization IMG NN [68] -
activation maximization IMG NN [69] -

LRP ANY NN [3] v
Taylor Decomposition ANY NN [3] -

DeepLift ANY NN [70] v
Integrated Gradients ANY NN [71] -

GAM ANY AGN [76] [77] -

It is important to mention that most of the aforementioned feature importance
methods rely on the hypothesis that there is no correlation among features. A good
practice is to verify to what extent this assumption is satisfied and how much the
computation of feature importance is affected; see [58, 78].
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Concept drift and systemic risk

In addition to the weakness of the model’s architecture, a general issue of ML mod-
eling is the so-called concept drift. The concept shift is the uncertain change in
the statistical properties of the target variable, which the model tries to predict.
Concept shift causes a degradation of the performances over time, and continuous
evaluation of the model’s performances is, therefore, needed. A possible proxy is
the continuous evaluation of key input values (KIDs), e.g., macroeconomic factors
or external events, to consider the need for recalibration.

Another possible risk is systemic risk, due to a common calibration of the same
ML model for different actors.

The list of requirements for the reliability and explainability requirements is
reported in Table 1.10.

Table 1.10: Checklist for reliability requirements.

Code Check

F62 Did you perform sensitivity analyses (ICE, PDP, M-plots, ALE
plot, etc.)?

F63 Did you evaluate the limit case (e.g., extreme observations)?

F64 Did you perform ”error analysis” on an individual case where the
model was wrong?

F65 Did you perform metamorphic testing?

F66 Is there any measurement of confidence level of the model’s pre-
dictions?

F67 Did you perform tests on a critical sub-population?

F68 Did you consider a set of benchmark models?

F69 How does the model work with the regulatory benchmark tests?

F70 Is the model explainable in a local/global way?

F71 Did you apply any explainable technique? To what extent is the
assumption of feature independence satisfied?

F72 Is a maintaining process required?

F73 How are potential/future missing data treated?

F74 Did you consider concept drift?

F75 Are the limitations of the model discussed?
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1.7 Policy requirements

In this section, we report the considerations related to the policy requirements of a
Machine Learning (ML) model. The regulation concepts defined in [7] and [22] are
relatively abstract: ensure a high-quality dataset; complete documentation; a high
degree of information for the user; human oversight; and architecture that is robust,
accurate and resilient to cyber-attacks. The regulation [7] applies to any model, but
only a few have a high risk of violating fundamental rights. For instance, regulation
is relatively restrictive with respect to activities related to video surveillance, social
scoring, and any kind of business applied to fragile individuals, e.g., children. It is
not the purpose of this work to provide an exhaustive view of the ethics guidelines,
but we focus more on the practical issues, considering that difficulties arise when an
attempt is made to concretely implement the policy. In [79], a self-assessment list
is reported. It is worth noting that, in addition to the external regulation, private
companies should follow their internal policy.

1.7.1 Accountability and transparency

A basic potential problem might be to identify if a specific model belongs to the
category of ML. The classic definition by Mitchell in [80], ”Machine learning is
the study of computer algorithms that allow computer programs to automatically
improve through experience”, is quite general, does not have boundaries that are
easy to identify, and states what is inside and what is outside the ML framework.
Comprehensive model inventories should include all ML-based models in use by the
company and can help the phase of model categorization.

Once it has been established that the model falls inside the ML framework, we
need to identify and properly describe the problem that the project will tackle.7

After the phase of model definition, it is important to identify the perimeter of
application of the model’s predictions and identify expected outcomes and possible
alternative results.

Chain of responsibility

The business units and the chain of control having the responsibility in the ML pro-
cess should be clearly identifiable, starting from the top management approving the
decisions on model usage, the compliance/legal department that deals with ethical
issues and the operative units that design and implement the models along with the
information technology teams. During the life cycle, when an issue arises, the chain
of responsibility should be assessed.

Documentation

The documentation is fundamental for the transparency of the model: it should be
exhaustive and self-explanatory to allow the model to be replicated by a third party.
The documentation should be clear and accessible to a general user. The code, in
particular, should be documented; the usage of software for automatic documenta-
tion is an effective solution for avoiding operational errors. Additionally, previous

7The project starts with a question, not applying a favored technique. In fact, the regulation [7]
concerns AI usage and activity, not AI research.
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versions of models should be stored and accessible. If the model is transparent, the
developers can more easily maintain and debug the code, whereas end users can
better understand the results.

The list of requirements related to the accountability and transparency of an ML
model is reported in Table 1.11.

Table 1.11: Checklist for accountability requirements.

P76 Did you track the model in the institution’s model inventory?

P77 What is the problem to solve and why does the problem need
to be solved? Are you able to describe it informally? Are the
goal and context clearly stated?

P78 Do you have domain knowledge on the problem? In which
manner would a human (expert or not) solve this problem?

P79 Are there any similar or related problems? Are they already
solved? Did you use a pre-trained model?

P80 Did you pinpoint the spatial (geographical area) and temporal
(deadline) scale of the project?

P81 Who is the target population?

P82 Is there an exit strategy when prediction fails?

P83 Did the model require human interaction (humans in the loop)?

P84 Have you considered financial availability for model mainte-
nance?

P85 What is the chain of command? Who has responsibility for
errors or wrong decisions?

P86 Did you periodically report the problem, solution, findings, and
limitations?

P87 Did you identify the restraints of the project?

P88 Is the validation team independent and adequately skilled?

P89 Is the documentation complete, accessible, and transparent?

1.7.2 Fairness and Ethic

The requirement of model fairness is quite different with respect to those seen previ-
ously, as it involves external information we cannot find in data. While an algorithm
might appear to be fair by default, since it tries to represent the dataset as smoothly
as possible, the overall model can be actually unfair due to possible partiality in in-
put data. Basically, a dataset can be unfair due to (1) a bias in the sampling
procedure (specific classification of fairness biases is presented in [81]). For example,
if it is easier to harvest data from a male rather than from female in a specific prob-
lem, there will be an unbalanced representation of the target variable. Furthermore,
even a dataset harvested with fair methods could represent a (2) unfair world. It
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is evident that the amount of discrimination, racism, and xenophobia, especially on
the basis of protective attributes, can be inherently represented in data. Since the
danger is that the increase in decisions carried out by automated ML algorithms
amplifies the unfairness, the regulation [79] states that the models should work to
reduce discrimination. Therefore, if the dataset is actually unfair, data scientists
have to introduce some sort of bias to dilute the unfairness.

Fairness metrics

The unfairness is usually associated with the so-called protected feature: age, dis-
ability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and mater-
nity, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation, political belief, etc. In general,
these features cannot be used to drive the decision of the model; even if, as shown
in cross-cultural studies [82], the ways in which people approach ethical issues are
quite different from country to country, and the list cannot be exhaustive.

Reviews of fairness metrics can be found in [25] and [83]. The demographic parity
(DP)8 fairness metric, is satisfied when, given the random variable Ỹ representing
the model predictor f̃(x) and a protected feature Xs, we have:

P (Ỹ |Xs = 0) = P (Ỹ |Xs = 1).

Basically, Ỹ needs to be independent of Xs. DP is a very strong requirement;
groups based on sensitive features, e.g., black and white, should have the same rate
of positive prediction (equal acceptance rate), even if differences are present. By
denoting P0 = P (Ỹ |Xs = 0) and P1 = P (Ỹ |Xs = 1), the measures of discrepancy
from DP are disparate impact P0

P1
(close to 1 when DP is satisfied) and statistical

parity difference |P0 − P1| (close to 0 when DP is satisfied), with the following two
straightforward relaxations when the favourite class is 1: |P0−P1| ≤ ε and P0

P1
≥ 1−ε,

where ε is the chosen tolerance.

A possible relaxation of DP in assistive binary classification models9 is where the
protective attribute Xs can be used to discriminate among groups that are actually
different in the ground truth label (so between Y = 0 and Y = 1), but not within
each one. This is called equalized odd and is described in [84]. A predictor satisfies
the equalized odd if Ỹ and Xs are independent conditional on Y :

P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 0;Y = 1) = P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 1;Y = 1),

P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 0;Y = 0) = P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 1;Y = 0).

Basically, the equalized odd allows dependence on Xs in an aggregate manner, but
requires the independence in each single group built with ground-truth labels.

In [84], when the application is assistive, the notion of equal opportunity (EOP)
is proposed, which consists of relaxing the equalized odd to only deal with the true
positive rate parity. A predictor Ỹ satisfies EOP if

P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 0;Y = 1) = P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 1;Y = 1),

8also known as independence or statistical parity.
9Assistive models are those where Ỹ = 1, i.e., the class of positive, is more relevant with respect

to Ỹ = 0.
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namely, if Ỹ is independent from Xs, depending on Y true. Basically, the prediction
needs to be independent from Xs in the group of true positives that are usually
advantaged.

Another metric is discussed in [85], where they introduce SHAP as a measure of
fairness based on the Shapley value.

Finally, the concept of individual fairness (IF) is that the algorithm is fair if it
gives similar predictions to similar individuals [86]. Basically, given a metric d(·, ·),
if individuals n and j are similar under this metric, then their predictions should
be similar. We can compare the prediction of the instance xn with the average
predictions of the K instances in the neighbourhood, and sum this difference for
many n instances:

∑
n

∣∣∣∣∣∣f̃(xn)− 1

K

∑
j∈kNN(xn)

f̃(xj)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Strategies for fairness

Fairness Through Unawareness, introduced in [87], provides that any protected at-
tributes xs should not be explicitly used in the decision-making process. Experts
should state which features are protected. Furthermore, [88] explains why unaware-
ness can be a palliative as correlated features can share the same information of
protected features. Additionally, [89] showed that unawareness is not sufficient for
the fairness scope. Other methods, such as massaging and reweighting aim at mod-
ifying either the dataset or the algorithm functionalities, and are discussed in [90].
The Python package AI Fairness 360 includes the most important fairness metrics.

In the context of fairness, it is important to mention the concept of spurious
correlation between two variables that are associated by correlation, e.g., political
belief and low credit rating, but where there are no causalities. This association
could occur due to the presence of a third factor, e.g., annual income, (the so-called
confounder) which causes both the first and the second variables. If we add the
confounders as a feature, we do not need the protected feature (political belief).
Sometimes, the solution for a fair model is to use the confounding factor as a new
feature.

The list of requirements in the fairness and ethic framework is reported in Ta-
ble 1.12.

1.7.3 Safety

An ML model is considered to be safe if it is able to adequately defend itself against
improper use, manipulation, and other potential damage to its components. There
is extensive literature on measures of model robustness, mainly based on injecting
noises into data with the scope to alter the performances (see [91, 92, 93, 94]), and
the present work does not attempt to fully cover it.

The main two dangers to deal with are adversarial example and data poisoning.
Adversarial examples are slightly perturbed inputs that are misclassified with high
confidence. A common definition of adversarial robustness is based on the smallest
perturbation necessary to produce an incorrect classification [95]. It is well known
that NNs are sensitive to adversarial perturbations [96]. Methodologies designed to
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Table 1.12: Checklist for fairness and ethics requirements.

Code Check

P90 Did you evaluate the potential impact of the model on funda-
mental rights?

P91 Does the model interact with humans? Is the human informed
and aware? Are there any possible negative influences of the
interaction?

P92 Did you put in place measures to grant human oversight of the
model activities?

P93 Are there any protected features?

P94 Have you defined adequate fairness measures according to
whether the model is assistive or punitive?

P95 Does the model satisfy the fairness measures?

mitigate and detect adversarial attacks are usually bypassed by new, more recent
techniques. Therefore, the process is dynamic, and there are no general defensive
strategies, but rather special methods for different types of attack [97]. The second
kind of potential attack, data poisoning, is a modification of the training data in
order to change the predictive behavior [98]. It is worth noting that a reliable model,
as shown in section 1.6, is more resilient to adversarial attacks or data poisoning.

The list of requirements in the safety area is reported in Table 1.13.

Table 1.13: Checklist for safety requirements.

Code Check

P96 In the physical infrastructure prepared to face potential cyber
attack?

P97 Is the model safe against adversarial attack?

P98 Is the model resilient to data poisoning?

P99 Did you put in place fall-back strategies?

1.7.4 Privacy

In general, an ML model satisfies the privacy requirement when any information
related to an identifiable natural person included in the data is preserved. The most
relevant regulation in the European Union (EU) of data privacy is the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) [7], approved by the European Parliament in May
2018. In the United States, the main statute is the California Consumer Privacy
Act (CCPA) [99] for residents in California. The main drivers for GDPR regulation
are the legal constraints, the individual rights of persons, the protection of how
their personal data are used by organizations, the transparency of the automated
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decisions, and the definition of economic penalties for noncompliance. Particular
caution is given to sensitive information.

Whenever possible, the personal data of data subjects (those people about whom
you hold personal data) should be made anonymous. Nevertheless, even if data are
anonymized by removing personally identifiable information, privacy could not be
granted, since, by linking the different datasets, individual information can still be
leaked. The field of differential privacy [100] aims to ensure that no significant risk
is incurred by joining statistical databases. The concept of differential privacy is
that one instance (e.g., xi) more in the dataset B, with respect to the dataset A,
should not imply that the learner could obtain much more information from B with
respect to A. If this is granted, the individual data of xi is demonstrated to not have
a significant effect on the outcome. Differential privacy violations can be assessed
via statistical tests (see [101]).

In Table 1.14, we report a list of requirements for the assessment of privacy
requisites.

Table 1.14: Checklist for privacy requirements.

Code Check

P100 What kind of data are being collected and stored, where and
why?

P101 Which data are identifiable to a person (phone number, home
address. . . .)? How many individuals are there in the database?

P102 Which data are special/sensitive personal data (genetic, health
condition, etc.)? Do they require explicit consent?

P103 What do you intend to do with data (both internally and ex-
ternally) and why do you need the data?

P104 How long will you store the personal data?

P105 Did you give to the person the right to access (see which data
are being stored about them), rectify (make corrections), or
erase (ask for their data to be deleted) data?

P106 Is it possible to anonymize, encrypt or aggregate personal data?

P107 Who has access to data (either inside or outside the business)?
Did you put in place strategies for data access control? Do you
have an intrusion detective policy?

P108 Is there an oversight mechanism for data collection, storage,
processing and use?

P109 Which procedures and controls are in place to keep data safe?

P110 Is GDPR respected? Who is the Data Privacy Officer (DPO)?
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1.8 A glance into changing the validation process

From a theoretical point of view, as shown in [102] and [103], the ML approach to
solve problems is quite different and, in some ways, more complex with respect to
the classical statistical one. In fact, the ML algorithm is strongly dependent on the
information included in the input dataset, whose effect on the model parametrization
is difficult to assess and interpret. The consequence is that testing ML reliability is
generally a more challenging process.

In the ML ecosystem, more than in the standard validation process, the focus
should be on the representativeness of the data, as they fully determine the model
design (see Section 1.3). The increased effort in data assessment compensates, in
a certain way, for the impossibility of carrying statistical tests, usually perform
to verify a model’s hypotheses. As shown in Section 1.3, a step-by-step analysis,
especially for the data cleaning and the feature engineering phases, should be carried
out, as well as a punctual check of the feature meaning. Additionally, the verification
of feature selection and the feature engineering process assumes a higher relevance.

Traditionally, statistical models were calibrated and periodically re-calibrated
and/or revised. In ML, if the dataset is not updated, the risk is that the model can be
affected by short-term patterns that deteriorate the performances in a medium/long-
term view. Therefore, a dynamical (more frequent) validation is essential. In the
case that the dataset is updated with new information, a new fitting or a fine-tuning
of the model may be required to reflect emerging patterns in the data; even in this
case, the validation phase must be re-performed, at least partially.

The standard back-testing analyses usually performed to verify the performance
of statistical model becomes, in the ML framework, a part of the testing phase; see
Section 1.5. Back-testing assumes more relevance, since the conceptual soundness of
the model is no more an element to prove its validity: the testing is the only way to
verify the model’s correctness from the performance side. Stress test methodologies
in the context of ML models can be performed in different ways, for instance, by the
adversarial example topic. In addition, validation shall consider possible unfairness,
usually hidden in data (see Section 1.7).

Finally, an effort by the validation team needs to be made to evaluate the volume
of input/output data and the architecture (CPD/GPU and RAM) required for the
model.

1.8.1 Validation process and case study

In general, the model risk should be evaluated on the basis of the model complexity,
the need for re-calibration, the amount of data, or compliance risk. It should be
considered that often, the company policies for adopting a model are based on the
model interpretability and its Risk Appetite Framework (RAF). Obviously, more
risky models should be carefully evaluated, also with a continuous process of risk
identification. A careful monitoring of the model should also take into account non-
modeling factors, which are not included in the model but can affect the adequacy
of the decisions.

All the internal models should be subject to an initial, and subsequently to a pe-
riodic, validation. To ensure the effective independence of the team from the model
development process (i.e., model design, development, implementation, and moni-
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toring), institutions should have appropriate organizational arrangements in place.
The validation team should be qualified with both theoretical and practical expe-
rience. Nevertheless, it may happen that validation teams in the banking industry
have poor application knowledge of ML techniques.

As a case study, we evaluated the possible model risk of the most important
ML models (linear regression, generalized linear model, support vector machine,
decision tree, random forest, and neural network) by quantifying how difficult the
requirements were to validate in a hypothetical financial application, e.g., the loan
approval task. The results are reported in the radar charts of Figure 1.3. The score
for each of the components, i.e., dataset, algorithm, performance, reliability, and
policy, range from 0 to 5, where 5 indicates the highest difficulties. We qualitatively
attributed the scores based on the estimated difficulties in the fulfillment of the
requirements reported in the previous sections.

Roughly speaking, the higher the model complexity, the higher the difficulties in
managing the reliability and policy requirements. More generally, a possible way to
measure the potential percentage of model risk in an ML model is by answering the
110 questions reported in the present work and assigning a fulfilment score to each
one.

Figure 1.3: Radar charts representing the hypothetical effort of the validation pro-
cess for different common ML models: Linear Regression, Generalized Linear Model,
Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree, Random Forest, and Neural Network. The
evaluated components are the dataset, the algorithm, the performance, the reliabil-
ity, and the policy.
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Last but not least, in the phases of both deployment and assessment of an ML
application, it might be useful to consider the golden rules reported in Table 1.15.
They are theoretical principles resulting from the abstraction of practical issues
derived from experience in the AI field and from a literature search.

Table 1.15: Golden rules for the setting up of a trustworthy model.

1 Do not touch the test (please). No information can be extracted
from the test set, which needs to include only unseen samples. This
rule also needs to be satisfied in the feature engineering phase. Be
vigilant of surprising performances.

2 When the model cannot speak, the model must be silent: be aware
of randomness. A common error is to take a noisy result as a
good or bad result. Only by considering statistical errors will the
experimenter not find patterns in noise. This problem is related
to overfitting but is more general. For this reason, every estimator
should have the notion of confidence.

3 Models should be made as simple as possible, but no simpler.
Bearing in mind the task to solve, the algorithm should not be
more complex than necessary. This problem is also known as ”pre-
mature optimization”. Note that a simple linear model is usually
more interpretable.

4 Instead of tackling a complex problem with a complex model, try
to consider the simplification of the task, e.g., by transforming the
regression problem into a binary classification one. This is perhaps
not the ultimate goal, but it would be preferable.

5 Do not change the architecture to solve ”local” issues. You should
bear in mind an overall and long-term advantage rather than a
local and immediate benefit, e.g., a small improvement in a per-
formance measure.

6 An ML model is a compromise between data and hypothesis. Con-
sider the benefits of adhering to the data and the level of reliance
on the hypothesis. Not relying on data when your hypotheses are
strong is not a bad choice.

7 Implementing and coding with best practice and gold standard
helps to avoid errors in the model deployment phase with a re-
duction in human risk factors. In sum, is quite often a good idea:
standardizing the processes means repeatability and a gradual im-
provement in the model over time.
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Chapter 2
Novel methodologies for
Explainable Machine Learning

After seeing the practical matters of trustworthy Machine Learning (ML) discussed
in the previous chapter, here we present two theoretical methodologies developed in
the ML explainability field during the Ph.D.

The first one is devoted to the Neural Network algorithm with Rectified Linear
Units, where we recognize that the non-linear behavior of the activation function
gives rise to a natural clustering useful for the explainability purposes. Instead, the
second methodology aims at exploiting the human prior knowledge of the features’
importance for a specific task, in order to coherently aid the phase of the model’s
fitting. Both the methodologies exploit, in a novel way, the well-known concept of
feature importance, which aims at assigning a score to input features based on how
useful they are at predicting a target.

2.1 Clustering-Based Interpretation of Deep ReLU Network

There is no doubt that the recent developments of deep neural networks offer enor-
mous progress in artificial intelligence in various sectors. In particular, the Rectified
Linear Units (ReLU) functions have been shown to mitigate the vanishing gradient
issue, encourage sparsity in the learned parameters and allow for efficient backprop-
agation [104]. Despite the benefits and the expressiveness of Rectifier Networks
have been widely investigated, the cluster analysis and the consequent interpreta-
tion of the network via the modeling of the pattern of active neurons have not been
discussed in the literature, to our knowledge. On the other hand, many post-hoc
model-specific methodologies can be applied for gaining interpretability in neural
network models (see [63]). Among them, the concept of features’ importance is
one of the most used strategies to gain local explainability from an opaque machine
learning model [64]. Our main contribution is to provide an explainable method
totally relying on the fitted structure of the network.

Relevant to our work are explorations of the roles of semantic concepts inside
neural networks. In fact, the methodology we are here presenting is linked to other
lines of research exploiting the connectionist paradigm, where the goal is to evaluate
whether the network’s structure is able to represent, within itself, a set of semantic
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concepts. For example, in [105] the authors demonstrate that, in a network specif-
ically designed for classifying scenes, individual units behave as object detectors
without being explicitly trained with the notion of objects. In a similar way, in
[106] the authors show that in a convolutional neural network the filters represent
patterns that make sense to us visually, and help us to insect the input images.

Among the strategies aiming at extracting information from the network’s struc-
ture, in [107] the authors quantify the interpretability of latent representations of
CNNs, by exploiting a set of concepts drawn from a broad and dense segmentation
dataset (Network Dissection). Similarly, [108] tries to interpret high-dimensional
internal state of a neural network in terms of human-friendly concepts, by using
the directional derivatives to quantify the degree to which a user-defined concept is
important to a classification result. So, for instance, a typical problem is to assess
how sensitive a prediction of an animal is to the presence of a particular texture, e.g.
the stripes. Anyway, we underlying that the cited approaches need a predetermined
set of semantic concepts; for instance giving labels across a range of objects, scenes,
textures, colors, etc. Instead, the methodology we are proposing does not require to
introduce apriori knowledge on the semantic concepts and the arising clusters can
be seen as novel concepts.

2.1.1 Deep ReLU networks for the partition of the input space

In this section, we demonstrate that a deep ReLU neural network gives rise to a
partition of the input dataset into a set of clusters, each one characterized by an
affine map.

Let us denote by Wi, i ∈ [1, . . . , p] the weight matrices associated with the p
layers of a given multilayer network with predictor f̃ (of a q-dim target variable) and
collect1 Ŵi in Ŵ = [Ŵ1, . . . , Ŵp]. For any input u ∈ Rd, the initial Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) G of the deep network is reduced to Gu which only keeps the units
corresponding to active neurons2 and the corresponding arcs. This DAG is clearly
associated with a given set of weights Ŵ . We can formally state this pruning for the
given neural network, characterized by G, paired with input u with weights Ŵ by

Gu = γ(G, Ŵ ,u),

where, since all neurons operate in “linear regime” (affine functions), as stated in
the following, the output, the composition of affine functions, is in fact an affine
function itself.

Theorem 1. Let Xi ⊂ Rdi , i ∈ [1, . . . , p] be, where d1 = d. Let {h1, . . . , hp} be a
collection of affine functions, where

hi : Xi 7→ Yi : x 7→Wi x+ bi = Ŵi x̂,

and assume that Yi is chosen in such a way that ∀i = 1, . . . , p − 1 : Xi+1 ⊂ Yi,
whereas Yp ⊂ Rdq . Then we have that

f̃(Ŵ ,u) = hp ◦ hp−1 ◦ · · · ◦ h2 ◦ h1(u)

1Theˆin the notation means that the bias term is incorporated in the variable.
2A neuron is considered active for a particular pattern if the input falls in the right linear part

of the domain’s function.
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is affine and we have f̃(W,u) = f(Ω̂, û) = Ωu + b, where3

Ω̂ := [Ω, b] (2.1)

Ω(p) =
1∏
i=p

Wi (2.2)

b(p) =

p∑
i=1

 i+1∏
t=p+1

Wt

 · bi (2.3)

being Wp+1 := 1.

Proof. The proof is given by induction on p.

• Basis: For p = 1 we have f̃ = W1 u+ b1 and Ω(1) = W1 which confirms (2.2),
and when considering W2 := 1, we have

b(1) = W2 · b1 = b1,

in according to (2.3).

• Induction step: By induction, a network with p − 1 layers is defined by an
affine transformation that is

y(p− 1) = Ω(p− 1)u + b(p− 1).

Hence

y(p) = Wp y(p− 1) + bp

= Wp(Ω(p− 1)u + b(p− 1)) + bp

= Wp

( 1∏
i=p−1

Wi u +

p−1∑
i=1

(
i+1∏
t=p

Wt

)
· bi
)

+ bp

= Wp

( 1∏
i=p−1

Wi u +

p−2∑
i=1

 i+1∏
t=p−1

Wt

 · bi + 1 · bp−1
)

+ bp

=

1∏
i=p

Wi u +

p−2∑
i=1

(
i+1∏
t=p

Wt

)
· bi +Wp bp−1 + bp

=

1∏
i=p

Wi u +

p−1∑
i=1

(
i+1∏
t=p

Wt

)
· bi + 1 · bp

=

( 1∏
i=p

Wi

)
u +

p∑
i=1

 i+1∏
t=p+1

Wt

 · bi (2.4)

3We stress the dependence of Ω and b from the number of layer (p) since it will be useful for the
proof.
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Now let U ⊂ Rd the input space. The given deep net yields a partition on U
which is associated with the following equivalence relation:

u1 ∼ u2 ↔ Gu1 = Gu2

. We denote4 by [u]∼ = {v ∈ U : v ∼ u} and by U / ∼ the corresponding quotient
set. Hence, [u]∼ is the equivalent class associated with representer u which, in turn,
corresponds with Gu. Notice that, as a consequence, [u]∼ is fully defined by the set
of neurons of the active neural network.

Feature Importance Explanation The characterization done above allows to as-
signing a matrix Ω̂ to each cluster of the network. In this way, the matrix is able to
represent the network for the patterns of the specific cluster as an affine map.

For simplicity, if we consider a problem where the output of the network is scalar,
the matrix Ω reduces to a d-dimensional effective vector ω whose components can
be interpreted as the feature importance of the cluster’s solution.

It is important to note that the approach we are introducing can be applied
to any feedforward networks where the activation function is the ReLU function.
Anyway, the number of clusters highly depends on the number of network’ weights.

2.1.2 Simulation study

In this section, we report the simulation studies carried out on the ReLU network
architecture applied to a Boolean artificial dataset, in order to assess the power of
the clustering-based interpretation.

We consider a set of 10 Boolean feature variables vi∈[1,...,10]. The first 3 features
determine the target variable through the following relation:

t = (v1 ∧ v3) ∨ (v2 ∧ ¬v3) (2.5)

whereas the other 7 features introduce noise. The rationale of the formula is that
the feature v3 split the data set in two groups (v3 and ¬v3), each ruled by a different
term of the Boolean formula involving either v1 or v2 respectively. In the following,
we investigate whether the network clustering is able to recognize the different terms
of the formula.

We simulated 100, 000 samples, and we exploited a two-hidden-layer MLP with 4
and 2 neurons characterized by ReLU activation function and an output neuron with
a sigmoid activation function. The cross-entropy loss is minimized via the Adam
stochastic optimizer with a step size of 0.01 for 10 epochs, and a batch size of 100.
An activity regularizer with 0.02 is added to the empirical loss. At the end of the
training, the network solves the problem with an accuracy of 100%. The experiments
are implemented with Keras in the Python environment on a regular CPU.

The analysis of the network, by considering the possible patterns of the active
neurons, originates three clusters.

1. A trivial cluster characterized by all non-active neurons including all the pat-
terns predicted as 0.

4In this work [·] is the Iverson’s notation, whereas [·]∼ is reserved to the equivalent class induced
by equivalence relation ∼.
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Instead, the other two clusters activate the two neurons of the last layer but a
different neuron of the first hidden layer. In figure 2.1 we report the table resuming
the 8 possibilities of the Boolean function restricted to the first 3 features, as well as
the bar plot for the importance of the features for the two non-trivial clusters. As
explained above, the importance of the feature is computed by the specific coefficient
of the effective vector for that cluster.

2. The first relevant cluster, represented by the blue bars in Fig. 2.1, includes
patterns predicted as 1 and characterized either by v1 = v2 = v3 = 1 or by
v1 = 1, v2 = 0, v3 = 1. We can argue that this cluster takes in charge the
patterns predicted as 1 due to the first term of Eq. (2.5), i.e. v1∧v3. Coherently
with this setting, the feature importance given by the effective vector is zero
for the feature v2 that does not appear in the first term of Eq. (2.5). On the
other side, the coefficient of the effective vector is positive for the feature v1.

3. In a similar way, the second cluster denoted with the orange color, represents
the term v2 ∧ ¬v3 of Eq. (2.5) since the patterns belonging to it are predicted
as 1 and are characterized either by v1 = v2 = 1 v3 = 0 or by v1 = 0 , v2 =
1 , v3 = 0. As expected, the feature importance of v1 is zero, whereas for v2
the feature importance is positive.

Figure 2.1: Possible results of the simulated task (8 combinations) and representa-
tion of the actual clusters provided by the cluster-based interpretation of the ReLU
network.

From the simulation study, we note that the clustering-based interpretation of
the ReLU network helps to achieve a more profound understanding of the solution
meaning. In particular, the methodology tries to disentangle the complexity of the
solutions into a set of more comprehensible linear solutions within a specific cluster.

As a further confirmation of the usefulness of cluster-based interpretation, when
the activity regularizer is removed the network keeps solving the task giving rise to 8
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clusters, each one specific for each combination of the first three features. Based on
the cluster interpretation, we conclude that the network has chosen a less abstract
way to solve the problem.

2.1.3 Titanic dataset

In this section, we report the experimental analysis performed on the well-known
Titanic data set5. Each sample represents a passenger with specific features and the
binary target variable indicates if the person survived the Titanic disaster. A stan-
dard data cleaning and feature selection procedure6 are implemented. In Table 2.1
we report a brief description of the features of the dataset.

Table 2.1: Features for the Titanic dataset

Feature Description Range

Age Age of the passenger discretized in 5 bins [0, 4]
Gender 1 if the passenger is female {0, 1}
PClass Travel class: first, second, third [1, 3]
Fare Ticket fare discretized in 3 bins [0, 3]

Embarked Location for the embarked [0, 2]
Title Title of the passenger: Mr, Miss, Mrs, Master, Rare [1, 5]

Is Alone 1 if the passenger has not relatives {0, 1}

Similar to the previous experiment, we exploit a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
with two hidden layers (4 and 2 neurons) characterized by ReLU activation function
and an output neuron with a sigmoid activation function. The cross-entropy loss is
minimized via the Adam stochastic optimizer with a step size of 0.01 for 10 epochs
and a batch size of 100. An activity regularizer with 0.02 is added to the empirical
loss. The experiments are implemented with Keras in the Python environment.
The code is freely available at https://github.com/nicolapicchiotti/relu_nn_
clustering.

The accuracy of the network is 77% and the study of the active neurons patterns
provides a partition of the dataset into three clusters as shown in Figure 2.2.

(a) The first cluster a) includes passengers with mixed features and a percentage
of survived ones equal to 38%. As expected from the univariate exploratory
analyses, gender and class had the most significant relationship for survival
rate.

(b) The cluster b) instead, includes only males belonging to the third class (4%
of the overall): the prediction for these passengers is always 0. This cluster
confirms the expectation on the male gender and third class as relevant features
for not survive. We observe that the feature importance is quite similar to the
one of cluster a) except for the fact that the ”age” feature assumes slightly
more relevance. Finally,

5https://www.kaggle.com/c/titanic
6https://www.kaggle.com/startupsci/titanic-data-science-solutions
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(c) in the cluster c) the passengers are females and belonging to the first class
(16% of the overall), the predicted value is always 1. The feature importance,
in this case, shows that the high value of the title, age, and the other features
contribute to survival, in addition to being female. This cluster helps us to un-
derstand the solution provided by the network. For instance, we note that the
”age” feature has an opposite behavior with respect to the other two clusters:
in this cluster the older the women, the higher the survival probability.

In this experiment, we have shown that the ReLU network can be disentangled
into a set of clusters that can be analyzed individually. The clusters have a practical
meaning helping the human to interpret the mechanism of prediction of the network.

Figure 2.2: Bar plot with the feature importance for each of the three clusters
originated by the ReLU neural network.
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2.2 Logic Constraints to Feature Importance

As already mentioned, in recent years, Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms have
been proven to outperform traditional statistical methods in terms of predictivity,
especially when a large amount of data was available. Despite the widespread use
and the extensive scientific research into Machine Learning (ML) models, effective
interaction between the model and the human is still lacking and most of the current
ML approaches tend to rely heavily on training/testing data. On the other hand,
we deem that sources of knowledge like domain knowledge, expert opinions, under-
standing from the related problem, could be very important for a better definition
of the model.

Here we present a novel framework trying to bridge the gap between data-driven
optimization and human high-level domain knowledge. The approach provides for
the inclusion of the human understanding of the relevance/importance of the input
features. The basic idea is to extend the empirical loss with a regularization term
depending on the constraints defined by the apriori knowledge on the importance of
the features. We provide experimental results on the fairness topic.

There are few existing feature weighting approaches aimed at improving the per-
formances of machine learning models. In [109] the author exploits weak domain
knowledge in the form of feature importance to help the learning of Importance-
Aided Neural Networks (IANN). The feature importance is based on the absolute
weight of the first hidden layer neurons of the network. IANN is successfully ap-
plied in [110]. In [111] an ontology-based clustering algorithm is introduced along
with a feature weights mechanism able to reflect the different features’ importance.
[112] uses both correlation and mutual information to weight the features for the
algorithms SVM, KNN, and Naive Bayes. Instead, in order to accelerate the learn-
ing process, in [113] the algorithm is required to match the correlation between the
features and the predictive function with the empirical correlation.

Anyway, none of the previous works define a general framework including the
knowledge on the importance of the input features in the framework of explainable
machine learning.

2.2.1 Mathematical setting of feature importance

In this section, we review the existing approaches aimed at assigning an importance
score for each feature of a given input example in relation to the task of the model,
i.e. the so-called local explainable methodologies. It is worth mentioning that the
importance of a feature is one of the most used strategies to gain local explainability
from an opaque machine learning model.

Let us consider a predictor function f̃ going from the d-dim feature space X =
X1 ×X2...×Xd to the 1-dim target space Y:

f̃ : X → Y.

Such a predictor function is the output of a learner:

L : (X n × Yn)→ (X → Y) ,
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able to process a supervised dataset D = {X,Y } where X ∈ X n and Y ∈ Yn
with n instances. In order to fix the idea, we can think of L as a Deep Neural
Network providing the predictor function f̃ .

Definition 2 (Local feature importance). The local feature importance is a function
mapping a predictor f̃ and a single instance x ∈ X to a d-dim vector of real values
in the range [0, 1]:

I(f̃ ,x) : (X → Y)×X → [0, 1]d

The local feature importance is a measure of how much the model relies on each
feature for the prediction f̃(x) made by f̃ on the particular pattern x. Basically,
the quantity Ii(f̃ ,x) tells us how much the i-th feature contributes with respect to
the others for a specific prediction. In the limit cases of Ii(x) = 0 or Ii(x) = 1 the
feature i can be considered respectively useless or the most important one for the
prediction done by the predictor on the pattern x.

Example. Given a linear predictor f̃(x) =
∑d

i=1wixi, the function

I(f̃ ,x) =
|w|

maxi∈[1,d]|wi|

is a local feature importance function.

Definition 3 (Local feature importance methods). Local feature importance methods
are methods that given a predictor f̃ , with its learner and the dataset, computes a
local feature importance function I(f̃ ,x).

The set of feature importance methods, along with the data type and the model
to which the method is referred are reported in Table 1.9. For a tabular dataset, the
feature importances are usually represented as a rank reported in a histogram. For
images or texts, the subset of the input which is mostly in charge of the predictions
gives rise to saliency masks; for example, they can be parts of the image or a sentence
of a text.

2.2.2 Constraints to feature importance

The overall goal of the present work is to define a framework where the local impor-
tance of the model’s features can be constrained to specific intervals. We introduce
a novel regularization loss term LI , related to the not fulfillment of the feature
importance’s constraints:

Lr(x,w) + LI(I(f̃(w, ·),x)), (2.6)

where Lr is the usual empirical risk loss and I the d-dim vector of importances. It
is worth observing that in Eq. (2.6) we explicated the dependence of the importance
on the structure of the black box model via the weights of the model w.

Let us suppose a First Order Logic (FOL) formula E(I(f̃ ,x)) with variable x =
[x1, x2..., xd] containing an apriori statement with inequalities on the features’ im-
portances. For example, we could require that, for every x, both the feature 1 and
the feature 2 should not be important for the prediction function to properly work:

∀x : I1(f̃ ,x) < c1 ∧ I2(f̃ ,x) < c2, (2.7)
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with c1 ∈ [0, 1] and c2 ∈ [0, 1].

In order to treat the logic formula with real value functions, each inequality of
the FOL formula can be transformed into a new variable li,ci ∈ [0, 1] through the
following transformation:

Ii(f̃ ,x) < ci −→ li,ci(x) =
max(Ii(f̃ ,x)− ci, 0)

1− ci
. (2.8)

Although Eq. (2.8) is a quite natural choice for an increasing function from 0
to 1, other choices are possible. In Figure 2.3 we represent the variable li,ci(x) of
Eq. (2.8) for the case ci = 0.1 of a generic feature.

Figure 2.3: Example of loss as for the inequality on the importance of the constrained
feature for Ii < 0.1.

So, thanks to Eq. (2.8), the aforementioned FOL formula Eq. (2.7) can be written
as:

∀x : l1,c1(f̃ ,x) ∧ l2,c2(f̃ ,x).

Then, we exploit the framework of t-norm fuzzy logic that generalizes Boolean
logic to variables assuming values in [0, 1]. We can convert the formula depending
on the losses E(l(f̃ ,x)) by exploiting a T-norm t in the following:

Φ∀(l(f̃ ,X )) =
1

|X |
∑
x∈X

tE

(
l
(
f̃ ,x

))
,

that is an average over the t-norm of the truth degree when grounded x over its
domain. Then, a loss term can be defined by exploiting the logic constraints, e.g.

LI(I(f̃ ,X )) = λ(1− Φ∀(I(f̃ ,X ))),

where λ is the strength of the regularization.
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Finally, the partial derivative of the logic part of the loss LI with respect to the
j-th weight of the i-th importance loss function is

∂LI
∂wi,j

=
∑
k

∂LI
∂Φk

∂Φk

∂li

∂li
∂wi,j

,

and the derivative to being evaluated is: ∂li
∂wi,j

. By resuming, the scheme is the

following:

1. write the FOL formula depending on the feature importance, in turn, depend-
ing on the model weights through the chosen feature importance method;

2. convert the inequality terms Ii < ci into loss terms li,ci ;

3. convert the FOL formula with the t-norm into an overall loss term;

4. the loss term is optimized in an iterative process by computing the importance
at each step of the algorithm.

2.2.3 Fairness through feature importance constraints

Fairness is a natural field where the constraints to feature importance can be applied.
In the following, we resume the principal fairness measures (see also Section 1.7.2 for
a review) and we discuss how they can be translated by using our proposed scheme
based on Constraints to Feature Importance, denoted hereafter as CTFI.

As already discussed, the Demographic Parity (DP) fairness metric is satisfied
when, given the random variable Ỹ representing the binary predictor f̃ and a pro-
tected Boolean feature Xs we have:

P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 0) = P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 1).

DP is a very strong requirement: groups based on a sensitive feature, e.g. black
and white, should have the same rate of positive prediction, even if differences are
present.

DP can be translated into a constraint, where the importance of the protected
feature s needs to be lower than a given threshold c ∈ [0, 1]:

∀x Is(x) < c. (2.9)

The possible well-known issue of unfairness due to correlated features (see for
instance [88]) can be potentially solved by setting a constraint also for the features
that are correlated with the protected one. Obviously, the regularization strength
(λi) of the i-th correlated feature should be lower with respect to λs, for instance
given by:

λi = λs · ρs,i. (2.10)

The advantage of this formulation is that the constraints are smooth between 0 and
1, and can be used both with binary and continuous features.

A measure of discrepancy from DP, which will be useful for the experimental
part, is the Disparate impact (DI):
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DI =
P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 0)

P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 1)
. (2.11)

A possible relaxation of DP is where we grant that the protected attribute xs
can be used to discriminate among groups that are actually different in the ground
truth label y, i.e., between y = 0 and y = 1, but not within each one. This is called
Equalized odd (EOD) and is described in paper [84]. We say that a predictor Ỹ
satisfies EOD if Ỹ and Xs are independent, conditional on Y :

P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 0;Y = 1) = P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 1;Y = 1),

P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 0;Y = 0) = P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 1;Y = 0).

A quite natural measure of discrepancy from EOD is the average equality of odds
difference (EO):

EO =
P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 0;Y = 1)− P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 1;Y = 1)

2

+
P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 0;Y = 0)− P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 1;Y = 0)

2
.

(2.12)

Finally, another measure of fairness discrepancy defined in [86] is counterfactual
fairness difference (CF):

CF = P (Ỹxs←0 = 1|Xs = 1)− P (Ỹ = 1|Xs = 1), (2.13)

where the idea is to evaluate the differences of the prediction’s probabilities by
changing the protected feature of the patterns from 1 to 0.

2.2.4 Toy example: constraint of the form Ii(x) < c

As a toy example useful to test the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, we used
the German credit risk dataset (1000 instances), available in [114], containing infor-
mation about bank account holders and a binary target variable denoting the credit
risk. The considered features are reported in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Features for the German credit risk dataset.

Feature Description Range

Age Age of the costumer numerical [19, 74]
Job Job qualification ordinal [0, 3]

Amount Credit Amount (e) of the loan numerical
Duration Duration (year) of the loan numerical [4, 72]
Gender Male (1) Vs Female (0) Boolean

We exploited a neural network with one hidden layer and 16 neurons. The
learning rate of SGD is 0.01 with 10 epochs. The activation function is ReLU and
the loss is given by the binary cross-entropy.

After the training phase, the Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP, detailed
in appendix 5) method has been applied to the instances of the testing set (50%
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of the overall samples) for computing the feature importances. The black line in
Figure 2.4 reports the average feature importance computed with LRP. We observe
that the most relevant feature is the duration of the loan, followed by the amount
and the gender.

Let us introduce a constraint to the importance of gender feature that we want to
be less-equal than zero (see Eq. (2.9)), with a regularization λ = 0.05. As expected,
we observe (green line in Figure 2.4) that the gender feature has become useless for
the model predictions. Basically, the model found another solution, by giving more
importance to other features, e.g. the job.

Figure 2.4: Feature importance (LRP) for the original model (black line), for the
model with the constraints on the gender feature (green line) and that constraining
also the correlated features (red line).

Furthermore, we computed the correlation matrix between the different features
and we found out that, for instance, the age feature is correlated with the gender
(with a Pearson correlation coefficient of ρgender,age = 16%). So, in the third ex-
periment we constrained also the other features, by using different regularization
strength given by:

λi = λ · ρgender, i
for the i-th feature (see Eq. (2.10)). We note from the results reported in Figure 2.4
with a red line, that the correlated age feature decreases its importance, coherently
with the expectation.

2.2.5 Fairness through constraints to feature importance

In this section, we report the results of the experimental part related to fairness.
We tested the CTFI scheme proposed in the previous section to the Adult income
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data set, also considered by [115]. It contains 48, 842 instances with 12 attributes
(see Table 2.3 for the description) and a binary classification task for people earning
more or less than $50, 000 per year. The protected attribute we will examine is the
race, categorized as white and non-white. In order to better evaluate the fairness
metrics with a uniform test set, the dataset has been balanced and the chosen split
of training/test is 50%. The model is a Neural Network with one hidden layer and
4 neurons. The learning rate is 0.1, the number of epochs is 10 and the batch size
is fixed to 1 in order to compute the local feature importance for each analyzed
pattern. The activation function is the ReLU function and the loss is given by the
binary cross-entropy.

Table 2.3: Features for the Adult income dataset.

Feature Range

Age numerical [19, 74]
Race Boolean: white Vs non-white
Sex Boolean: female Vs male

Education ordinal: [1, 5]
Native-country Boolean: US Vs other
Marital-status Boolean: single Vs couple
Relationship ordinal: [1, 5]

Employment type ordinal: [1, 5]
fnlwgt continuous

Capital loss Boolean: Yes Vs NO
Capital gain Boolean: Yes Vs NO

hours-per-week continuous

We used the constraint defined in Eq. (2.9) with c = 0 for the race feature;
whereas as a fairness metric we consider both the disparate impact (DI) defined in
Eq. (2.11), the average equality of odds difference (EO) in Eq. (2.12) and counter-
factual fairness (CF) reported in Eq. (2.13). For the accuracy, we calculate the Area
under the ROC curve (ROC-AUC).

Firstly, we evaluated the different fairness metrics in the testing set, with an in-
creasing level of the regularization strength λ (10 values from 0 to 0.5). In Figure 2.5
we report the accuracy metric (ROC-AUC in the lower plot) and the three measures
of fairness: disparate impact (DI), average equality of odds difference (EO), and
counterfactual fairness (CF) as a function of the regularization strength.

In Figure 2.5 we observe that, while the level of the ROC-AUC score practically
remains the same, both DI, EO, and CF grow as the regularization strength aug-
ments, denoting an increased level of all the fairness measures. In particular, the CF
measure reaches the value of 0, meaning that the protected feature no longer affects
the predictions. The other two measures, DI and EO, do not reach the maximum
level (1 and 0 respectively) because of the issue of correlated features. However,
when also the correlated features are constrained through Eq. (2.10), we note that
the increase of fairness is more pronounced (right panel of Figure 2.5).

Then, as a further analysis we compared the fairness/accuracy levels obtained with
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Figure 2.5: Accuracy (ROC-AUC); and fairness measured as disparate impact (DI),
average equality of odds difference (EO) and counterfactual fairness (CF) (for each
measure, the higher the values the higher the fairness levels), by constraining only
the race feature (left Panel) and by constraining both race and the correlated ones
(right Panel), as a function of the regularization strength.

the CTFI methodology7 to the following benchmark methodologies:

1. the unawareness method [87], avoiding to use the race feature during the
training phase;

2. a pre-processing method based on the undersampling of the samples with pro-
tected attribute;

3. the pre-processing method called reweighing [116] that assigns weights to the
samples in the training dataset to reduce bias.

The AIF-360 library was used to apply the benchmark methodologies and the
fairness metrics. All the models are coded in the Pytorch environment and available
at the Github repository https://github.com/nicolapicchiotti/ctfi.

In Figure 2.6 we report the results of the accuracy measure given by the ROC-
AUC (x-axis) and fairness metric EO (y-axis) for the different methodologies (un-
awareness, undersampling, reweighting) and the CFTI. The values are reported in
Table 2.4.

We note that, with respect to the original model, the unawareness, the under-
sampling, and the reweighting methodologies grant a high level of fairness at the
expense of accuracy. On the other side, the CTFI methodology provides higher
fairness metrics with a similar level of accuracy.

7With regularization chosen to be 0.1 and constraining also the other features, by using regular-
ization strengths given by λ · ρgender,i (see Eq. (2.10))
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Figure 2.6: Results of accuracy (ROC-AUC) and fairness (EO) for the different
methodologies: original, unawareness, undersampling, reweighting and CTFI.

method ROC-AUC EO

original 0.809 -0.104
unawareness 0.781 -0.080

undersampling 0.797 -0.036
reweighting 0.792 -0.062

CTFI 0.810 -0.063

Table 2.4: Results of the trade-off between accuracy (ROC-AUC) and fairness (EO)
for the different methodologies: original, unawareness, undersampling, reweighting
and CTFI.
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Chapter 3
Machine Learning strategies for
Gene discovery in COVID-19

The outbreak of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), the Severe Acute Res-
piratory Syndrome caused by coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, that first appeared in De-
cember 2019 in Wuhan (China), has resulted in millions of cases worldwide within
a few short months, and rapidly evolved into a real pandemic.

The COVID-19 pandemic has been representing an enormous challenge to the
world’s healthcare systems. Among the European countries, Italy was the first to
experience the epidemic wave of SARS-CoV-2 infection, accompanied by a severe
clinical picture and a high level of mortality rate. Up to August 28th, 2021, in
Italy, the number of overall confirmed COVID-19 cases since the beginning of the
pandemic was 4, 524, 292 with 129, 056 related deaths as reported in [117].

In such a challenging context, a strong contribution has been provided by the
research community, according to the individual capacity and sense of responsibil-
ity. Especially during the initial phases of the pandemic, a considerable effort of
the scientific community was on monitoring the infection evolution in terms of the
number of new cases, recoveries, and deaths, by focusing on the mathematical mod-
eling in the field of epidemiology. I, too, along with others, contributed with [1].
The paper introduces a SEIR1 compartmental model, taking into account the frac-
tion of undetected cases, the effects of mobility restrictions, and the estimates of
personal protective measures adopted, such as wearing a mask and washing hands
frequently. The challenge was to find the best strategy to progressively relax the
control measures, e.g. the lockdown, keeping the number of new infections below a
certain threshold.

In Figure 3.1 we report the scheme of the proposed compartmental model (Panel
A) and a representation of the modeled mobility effect with a decreasing logistic
function (Panel B) calibrated on the basis of Google mobility data [118] (see Panels
C and D).

The model has been experimentally validated for France, Germany, Italy, Spain,
United Kingdom, and the United States for the period February-June, 2020. Simi-
larly, the model has been applied to the Italian regions, as shown in Figure 3.2.

1Acronym for Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious, or Recovered.
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A B

C D

Figure 3.1: Panel A: The scheme of the compartmental model: susceptible (S);
exposed (E); infected (I); positive tested (P); recovered (R); deaths (D); the symbol
˜ indicates undetected groups. Panel B: The method for the ε(t)·σ(t) logistic function,
extensively treated in supplementary methods of [1] considering both mobility and
personal protective measures (PPM) effect: k, plateau level of mobility decreasing;
ε(t), logistic function interpolating the mobility changes; α, coefficient representing
the effect of PPM; Ti, start of public health measures; b, inflection time point of the
logistic functions ε(t) · σ(t) and ε(t). Panels C and D show the ε(t) · σ(t) logistic
functions (black thick lines) calibrated with Google data of mobility changes, in
Italian regions and across countries, respectively.

On the other side, in the medical field, after almost two years COVID-19 has
demonstrated itself to be a disease having a broad spectrum of clinical presenta-
tions: from asymptomatic patients to those with severe symptoms leading to death
or persistent disease (“long COVID”) [9, 10]. While developing vaccination programs
and other preventive measures to significantly dampen infection transmission and
reduce disease expression, a much deeper understanding of the interplay between
SARS-CoV-2 and host genetics is required also to support the development of treat-
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Figure 3.2: Panel A: Epidemic statistics for Italian regions; Panel B: Epidemic
predicted and actual reported data in different Italian Regions; overall infected and
deaths include undetected cases. The models were fitted on actual data until 17th
April 2020 (black line); whereas cumulative observed values from 18th, April 2020
to 24th, April 2020 are used for judging models’ accuracy. The shadow regions
represent the reasonable confidence intervals.

ments for new virus variants as they arise.

Moreover, by better understanding the role of host genetics in COVID-19 sus-
ceptibility and disease severity, we are also in a stronger position to identify public
health measures that will curb the impact of the disease on society as a whole. This
should help us to genetically screen already affected patients as well as, eventu-
ally, individuals who may potentially be patients in order to predict those who are
more or less susceptible to developing COVID-19 post-infection, especially the more
severe cases. It should further help us in, not only reassigning therapeutics or devel-
oping new interventions (including vaccines) but also in decision-making regarding
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therapeutics and vaccine allocations.

Furthermore, COVID-19 presents an important test case for developing new gene
science models for studying complex disorders with a background of combined ge-
netic and environmental factors. Unlike other multifactorial disorders, the main
environmental factor for COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, can easily be identified through
PCR-based tests on swabs. Assuming a relatively low impact of viral genome vari-
ability [119], the remaining variability in clinical outcome may likely be associated
with age, comorbidities, and host genetics, including sex. Anyway, differently for
Mendelian diseases where a single variant can be responsible for the disease, complex
genetic disease is characterized by a high number of variants contributing together
in a cooperative way. In Figure 3.3 (representation of chromosomes from [120]) we
represent the difference between a Mendelian genetic disease where a single vari-
ant is causing the disease (upper plot) and a complex genetic disease, formed by a
potentially large number of genetic variants (lower plot).

Figure 3.3: Representation of the difference between Mendelian diseases and complex
genetic diseases.

It is worth noting that in recent years, Machine Learning (ML) has started to play
an important role in the classification/clustering tasks related to genomic dataset
[121]. The ML approach we followed in the thesis aims at bridging the gap between
the complex genetic nature of the disease and the classical genetic modeling, mostly
focusing on specific components of the disease.

In the present chapter, we start by exploring the genetic variability from the
different points of view of rare and common variants, whereas in Chapter 4 we aim
at merging the genetic information into an overall predictive model.

3.1 Review of classical statistical methods

Classical studies, such as Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWASs) have identi-
fied a certain number of common polymorphisms in relevant genes [122, 123]. The
analysis is based on the comparison of around 700.000 genomic Single-Nucleotide
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Polymorphism (SNPs) frequencies in cases/controls (mostly non-coding). However,
these associations do not satisfactorily explain the variability of clinical outcomes.

Instead, the candidate gene approach has shown that, as with many other com-
plex disorders, a simple Mendelian inheritance is also found in COVID-19, affect-
ing some rare individuals with defective gene variants related to innate immunity
[10, 124]. Another methodology, the burden testing, (see [125]), focuses only on rare
coding variants and identified up to September 2021, 2 loci, by an aggregation on a
gene level of the variants and a comparison between case and control subjects.

These two most important models in the statistical framework of genetic diseases,
GWAS and Burden gene test are represented in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. We listed for
both, the strengths and weaknesses, as well as the achieved results with respect to
the research in the COVID-19 area.

Figure 3.4: Scheme of the GWAS benchmark methodology for the study of SNPs.
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Figure 3.5: Scheme of Burden gene benchmark methodology for the study of rare
coding variants.

3.2 The GEN-COVID Biobank

The whole dataset exploited for the following analyses has been collected and man-
aged by the GEN-COVID Multicenter Study [126]. The study was designed to collect
and systematize biological samples and clinical data across multiple hospitals and
healthcare facilities in Italy with the purpose of deriving patient-level phenotypic
and genotypic data. The specific intention is to make samples and data available to
COVID-19 researchers globally. To this end, a GEN-COVID Biobank (GCB) and a
GEN-COVID Patient Registry (GCPR) were established utilizing already existing
biobanking and patient registry infrastructure.

The socio-demographic information of the patients includes sex, age, and ethnic-
ity. Information about family history, (pre-existing) chronic conditions, and SARS-
CoV-2 related symptoms were collected through a detailed core clinical question-
naire. The COVID-19 severity has been assessed using a slightly modified version of
the WHO COVID-19 Outcome Scale [127] as coded into the following five categories:

0. not hospitalized;

1. hospitalized, not receiving supplemental oxygen;

2. hospitalized, receiving low-flow supplemental oxygen;

3. hospitalized, receiving continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) or bilevel
positive airway pressure (BiPAP) ventilation; and

4. hospitalized receiving invasive mechanical ventilation.

The collection of samples and data are utilized in the GEN-COVID Multicenter
Study for generating Genotyping (GWAS) and Whole Exome Sequencing (WES)
results. The data resulting from these studies are then stored and made available
through the GEN-COVID Genetic Data Repository (GCGDR).
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It is important to recall that all samples and data have also been systematized
in accordance with the FAIR (Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reuse)
Data Principles [128] to promote their international availability and use for COVID-
19 research.

3.3 Unsupervised analysis for multi-organ phenotype charac-
terization of COVID-19

COVID-19 disease is characterized by a highly heterogeneous phenotypic response to
SARS-CoV-2 infection [129], with the large majority of infected individuals having
only mild or even no symptoms. However, the severe cases can rapidly evolve towards
a critical respiratory distress syndrome and multiple organ failure. The symptoms
of COVID-19 range from fever, cough, sore throat, congestion, and fatigue to short-
ness of breath, hemoptysis, pneumonia followed by respiratory disorders, and septic
shock.

In order to simplify the multi-organ characterization of the disease, as a first
step, the laboratory values related to the different organs (see Section 3.2) have
been represented as a binary clinical classification for organ/system damage2 as
reported in Table 3.1.

Then, a descriptive analysis of the phenotypes by using the hierarchically clus-
tered heatmap was performed (see [126]). In particular, both patients and pheno-
types have been clusterized with the agglomerative hierarchical clustering methodol-
ogy, where the chosen metric is the hamming distance and the linkage criterion is the
“average” one (Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic mean, UPGMA).
Other distances, such as the Jaccard one, and other methodologies have been tested,
with similar results.

The resulting dendrograms of the clusterization are reported in the upper and in
the left part of the heat plot of Figure 3.6; whereas, the information on the grading
of severity of the patients is added a posteriori on the left strip. The resulting plot
is obtained with the Python Seaborn package.

From Figure 3.6 we observe that the clustering analysis identifies five main clin-
ical categories and several subcategories. Specifically, the clusters represent:

(A) severe multisystemic disease, with either thromboembolic (A1) or pancreatic
variant (A2);

(B) cytokine storm, either moderate (B1) or severe with liver involvement (B2);

(C) mild disease, either with (C1) or without hyposmia (C2);

(D) moderate disease, either without (D1) or with (D2) liver damage;

(E) heart-type, either with (E1) or without (E2) liver damage (Figure 4).

2cTnT, cardiac Troponin T; NT-proBNP, N-terminal (NT)-pro hormone BNP; ALT, Alanine
transaminase; AST, Aspartate transaminase; CD4, CD4+ T cells; NK, Natural killer; IL6, Inter-
leukin 6; LDH, Lactate dehydrogenase; CRP, c-reactive protein.
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Table 3.1: Binary clinical classification of multi-organs involvements.

Organ /system Rule Clinical Interpretation

Lung 1 if severity grading in
the range [3, 5] and 0 if
severity grading in [1, 2]

Lung disease

Heart 1 if cTnT > reference
value or NT-proBNP
gender specific reference
value or Arrhythmia

Heart disease

Liver 1 if ALT and AST >
gender specific reference
value

Liver disease

Pancreas 1 if lipase and/or pan-
creatic amylase > or <
specific reference value

Pancreas disease (either
inflammation or deple-
tion)

Kidney 1 if creatinine > gender
specific reference value

Kidney disease

Lymphoid system 1 if NK cells < reference
value or CD4 lympho-
cytes < reference value

Innate and adaptive im-
mune deficit

Olfactory / gustatory
system

1 if Hypogeusia or Hy-
posmia

Olfactory and Gusta-
tory deficit

Clotting system 1 if D-dimer > 10X
W/wo low Fibrinogen
level (with high basal
level)

Thromboembolism

Pro-inflammatory
cytokines system

1 if IL6 > reference
value or LDH and CRP
> reference value

Hyperinflammatory re-
sponse

3.3.1 Biological interpretation of the clusters

The emerging clinical categories from Hierarchical Cluster Analysis point to specific
types and subtypes that are more likely to have common genetic factors.

As unmasked by the dendrogram (group A), there is indeed a growing body of
evidence suggesting that, in addition to the common respiratory symptoms (fever,
cough, and dyspnea), COVID-19 severely ill patients can often have symptoms of
a multisystemic disorder [130]. Multiple organ failure due to diffuse microvascular
damage is an important cause of death in COVID-19 severely affected patients [131].
In line with our definition of an A1 subgroup, a retrospective study on 21 deaths
after SARS-Co-V2 infection recently reported that 71% of the patients who died
had disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), while the incidence of DIC in
surviving patients was 0.6% [132]. These data suggest that DIC is an important risk
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Figure 3.6: Panel A: Dendrogram of COVID-19 patients’ clinical phenotypes by
hierarchical clustering of organ/system involvement. Panel B: Drawing of the above-
reported graph helping interpretation and simplification in the main branch of the
tree. A1 severe multisystemic with either thromboembolic; A2 severe multisystemic
with pancreatic variant; B1 cytokine storm with moderate liver involvement; B2
cytokine storm with severe liver involvement; C1 mild either with hyposmia; C2
mild without hyposmia; D1 moderate without liver damage; D2 moderate with liver
damage; E1 heart with liver damage; E2 heart without liver damage. The image is
taken from the original paper [126].

factor for increased in-hospital mortality and special attention should be paid to its
early diagnosis and treatment.
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While a debate still exists about the significance of pancreatic enzyme elevations
during COVID-19 infection and the capability of the SARS-CoV-2 virus to induce
pancreatic injury due to cytotoxic effects [133, 134], it is worth noting that among pa-
tients with a multisystemic involvement we observe a subclass of individuals (group
A2) with pancreatic damage, likely suggesting a secondary effect of SARS-CoV-2
infection on a subgroup of genetically predisposed individuals.

Inflammatory cytokine “storm,” has been reported as playing a key role in the
severe immune injury to the lungs caused by T-cell over-activation (group B) [135].
While some investigators have suggested a potential mechanism of myocardial injury
due to COVID-19-induced cytokine storm that is mediated by a mixed T helper cell
response in combination to hypoxia [136], our findings indicate rather a distinct
class of patients, (group E), presenting with heart involvement in the absence of an
inflammatory cascade. This would tend to support the hypothesis that SARS-CoV-
2 may directly damage myocardial tissue and induce a major cardiovascular event.
Thus, as currently recommended, our research reinforces the need to monitor plasma
cTnT and NT-proBNP levels in COVID-19 patients.

In line with current evidence [137, 138], although liver injury seems to occur more
frequently among critically ill patients with COVID-19 (group B), it can also be
present in non-critically ill patients (groups D and E) and, as suggested, it could be
mostly related to prolonged hospitalization and viral shedding duration. This allows
defining, for each group, a clinical subclass according to this organ involvement.

Finally, a recent extensive review determined the prevalence of chemosensory
deficits based on pooling together forty-two studies reporting on 23,353 patients
[139]. No correlation with age was detected, but anosmia/hypogeusia decreased
with disease severity. In accordance with evidence found in the literature, hyposmia
was mostly represented among patients in group C with mild clinical symptoms
[140].

3.4 Gene Discovery via LASSO Logistic Regression

In this section, we tackle the problem of extracting knowledge on the most relevant
genes involved in the classification tasks of COVID-19 severity. The search for
such discriminating genes can be interpreted in the classical framework of feature
selection analysis. Anyway, because of the specificities of the problem, i.e. the high
dimensionality compared to the sample size and the complex classification task,
we devised a customized feature selection approach based on the LASSO logistic
regression model.

3.4.1 Theoretical framework of feature selection methodologies

Let us consider a predictor function f̃ going from the d-dim space X = X1×X2...×Xd
to the 1-dim target space Y:

f̃ : X → Y : x→ y.

In our context, the features assume the meaning of genes, whereas the samples
are the patients involved in the study. The space X = X1 × X2... × Xd is denoted
input space, whereas the hypothesis space is the space of all the possible functions
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f̃ mapping the inputs to the output. One peculiarity of our problem is that the
number of features (d) is substantially higher than the number of samples (N);
in such circumstances, the inference process becomes challenging since the input
space and the hypothesis space are very large and hard to explore with the available
samples.

A classical way to tackle this problem is by reducing the dimensions of the input
space through feature selection techniques. In this context [42] provides a review of
the principal techniques: feature extracting methods, filtering methods and wrapper
methods.

Anyway, the feature extracting methods are not adapted here since their goal
is to aggregate the original features into a smaller set, usually non-interpretable,
of synthetic features (e.g., the principal components). The filter approach instead,
selects the features independently from the potential induction algorithm, e.g., by
performing univariate tests, with the disadvantage of not facing the complexity of
the classification problem. Finally, wrapper methods consist of exploring the entire
powerset of the d features set and in selecting the subset providing the better per-
formances for the task; here the problem lies in the computational cost for the high
dimensionality of the feature set.

Another way to approach the so-called large d, small N problem is through the
introduction of constraints to the hypothesis space. This is classically done by adding
a regularization term to the empirical loss. For instance, the well-known LASSO reg-
ularization (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) introduces the sum of
the absolute values of the model parameters as a penalization term (see [51]). This
regularization has the effect of shrinking the estimated coefficients to zero, providing
a feature selection method for sparse solutions within the classification tasks. Fea-
ture selection methods based on such regularization structures are called Embedded
methods and are the most adapted for our scope because they are computationally
treatable and strictly connected with the classification task of the ML algorithm.

As a baseline algorithm for the embedded method, we adopted the logistic re-
gression model that is a state-of-the-art ML algorithm for binary classification tasks
with a probabilistic interpretation. It models a function (log t

1−t) of the success

probability of a binary target variable, denoted as ỹ = P (Ỹ = 1|X = x), as the
linear combination of the input features:

log
ỹ

1− ỹ
= β0 +

d∑
i=1

βi xi, (3.1)

where x is the input vector, βi are the coefficients of the regression and X
and Ỹ are the random variables representing the inputs and the predicted output
respectively. The chosen loss function to be minimized can be given by the binary
cross-entropy loss:

−
N∑
n=1

yn log ỹn · (1− yn) log (1− ỹn), (3.2)

where yn is the true label of the n-th instance.
As already mentioned, in order to enforce both the sparsity and the interpretabil-

ity of the results, the model is trained with the additional LASSO regularization
term:
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λ
d∑
i=1

|βi|. (3.3)

where λ is the hyperparameter driving the strength of the LASSO regularization
term.

Then, the absolute value of the surviving weights of the logistic regression algo-
rithm can be interpreted as the feature importances of the subset of most relevant
genes for the task ([58]) as explained in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.2 Interpretation of coefficients

As shown in Chapter 1, the interpretability of a model is a very important theme
in ML. It distinguishes black-box models, where the user is not able to directly
understand the inherent mechanism of the prediction, from white-box models where
one can explain how the model behaves and which are the influencing variables.

The simplest example of white-box model3 is linear regression, where the coef-
ficients of the model provide a natural interpretation for the feature importance:
an increase of one unit of the feature i determines an increase of βi for the target
variable. In this way, we are able to compare the importance of the different features.

Despite the logistic regression model, as opposed to linear regression, includes a
non-linearity in the sigmoid function, there is still an interpretation of the coefficients
similar to what happens for linear regression. The price to pay for the non-linearity
is the need to introduce a new variable, the odds, already appearing in Eq. (3.1),
given by the ratio between the success probability and the failure probability:

odds =
ỹ

1− ỹ
.

The odds has the same meaning of probability, but represented in the domain
[0,+∞). For instance, an odds of 4 refers to the probability ỹ = 0.8 and tells
us how many times the success probability (0.8) is higher than the failure one (0.2).

In terms of odds, Eq. (3.1) can be written as:

odds = eβ0+...βixi+···+βdxd . (3.4)

Now, let us compute how many times the odds obtained by increasing 1 unit the
feature i is higher than the base odds. Mathematically, we can evaluate the fraction:

odds(xi + 1)

odds
=
eβ0+···+βi(xi+1)+···+βdxd

eβ0+···+βixi+···+βdxd
(3.5)

= eβi , (3.6)

and

odds(xi + 1) = eβi odds. (3.7)

3Actually a distinction is possible between white-box models with many features, sometimes
called grey-box models.
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So, by increasing the feature of one unit, we obtain a new odds given by the base
one multiplied by a factor eβi . We conclude that the factor eβi , that is also called
Odds ratio, represents the contribution of the feature i, in a multiplicative way, to
the odds of the classification task.

3.4.3 Fitting of the LASSO Logistic Regression model

The fundamental hyper-parameter of the LASSO logistic regression model is the
strength of the LASSO term (λ in Eq. (3.3)) that we tune with a grid search pro-
cedure on the 10-folds cross-validation average accuracy. We recall that the k-fold
cross-validation provides the partition of the dataset into k batches, then exploits
k − 1 batches for the training and the remaining batch as a test, by repeating this
procedure k times.

In the grid search method, a cross-validation procedure is carried out for each
value of the regularization hyperparameter in the range [10−3, . . . , 102]. The optimal
regularization parameter is then chosen by selecting the most parsimonious param-
eter whose cross-validation average accuracy falls in the range of the best one along
with its standard deviation.

Once the regularization parameter has been calibrated, the model is fitted on
the train cohort, and the class unbalancing is tackled by penalizing the misclassi-
fication of minority class with a multiplicative factor inversely proportional to the
class frequencies. The data pre-processing is coded in Python, whereas the logistic
regression model is included in the scikit-learn module with the liblinear coordinate
descend optimization algorithm.

3.4.4 Benchmark methods

During the phase of model definition, other benchmark methodologies for the em-
bedded feature selection have been analyzed. We report here a brief description of
the tested methodologies.

• Support Vector Machine is an ML algorithm that solves the classification task
by exploiting the geometrical properties of the feature space. In particular,
it aims at finding the optimal hyperplane in the feature space that separates
the classes by leaving the maximum margin between its support vectors. Also
in this case, in order to enforce both the sparsity and the interpretability of
the results, it is possible to exploit the LASSO regularization [141]. Moreover,
when the chosen kernel of the feature space is the linear one, the magnitude
of the model’s weights are related to the importance of the features and can
be used as a ranking criterion [142].

• Extremely Randomized Trees is a tree-based ensemble method for supervised
classification [143]. The ”random” splitting strategy at each node involves a
set of (m < d) features randomly selected and one casual cutpoint for each
feature, so the best split is selected based on the chosen criterion. Contrary to
random forest, the method uses the whole learning sample. In this context, a
well-known way to compute feature importance is the mean decrease impurity
index [144]. For a particular feature, it is computed as the total decrease of
impurity on the nodes where the feature is exploited for the split (weighted by
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the proportion of samples reaching that node) averaged over all trees of the
ensemble.

• Among the ML models providing rules [145], RuleFit [146] is an algorithm
working in two stages, firstly by selecting a wide set of rules with a tree en-
semble method (see Figure 3.7) and then by reducing the set with a penalized
criterion applied to a classification model with a linear combination of rules.
The phase of rule creation is based on the conjunction of the splits of decision
trees included in a gradient boosting classifier. Boosting creates new estima-
tors of an ensemble in an adaptive way, by focusing effort on those samples
that are mislabelled by the previous estimators.

Figure 3.7: Representation of the basic idea of RuleFit algorithm.

Anyway, none of the aforementioned benchmark models have been proved to
outperform LASSO logistic regression model, neither in terms of stability of the
result, ease of hyperparameter tuning nor as regards to the interpretability of the
extracted features.

3.5 Sex differences in COVID-19 severity: the case of Andro-

gen Receptor

In the present section, we report the first analysis carried out by exploiting the
LASSO logistic regression on the genetic dataset of COVID-19. The analyses are
reported in [147].

First of all, it is important to mention that in the last two years, epidemiologi-
cal studies indicated that men and women are similarly infected by COVID-19, but
the outcome is less favorable in men, independently of age [148]. In addition, sev-
eral studies also showed that patients with hypogonadism tend to be more severely
affected. In order to deepen the sex differences in COVID-19, we firstly investi-
gated from a genetic point of view the potential effect on COVID-19 severity of the
poly-amino acids repeat polymorphisms, such as the polyQ tract of the Androgen
Receptor (AR).

3.5.1 WES data representation for poly-amino acids triplet repeats

A total of 40 genes with 43 triplet repeat regions were taken from UniProtKB. For
any of these genes, a feature Xij was defined as equal to 1 if for the i-th patient the
j-th gene presented a deletion in the region characterized by repeated triplets.
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Thus, the input features of the LASSO logistic regression were the features rep-
resenting poly-amino acids triplet repeats as well as gender, comorbidity4 and the
age, the latter as a continuous variable normalized between 0 and 1.

Cases were selected according to the following inclusion criteria: endotracheal
intubation or CPAP/biPAP ventilation (categories 3 and 4 as defined in 3.2). As con-
trols, participants were selected using the sole criterion of being oligo-asymptomatic
not requiring hospitalization (category 0). Cases and controls represented the ex-
treme phenotypic presentations of the GEN-COVID cohort.

3.5.2 Results of the LASSO logistic regression

The LASSO logistic regression model was fitted on the cohort as described in Sec-
tion 3.4.3. As expected, the grid search curve of the cross-validation score for the
LASSO logistic regression model (Figure 3.8, panel C) shows a maximum for an
intermediate value of the L1 regularization parameters, and the chosen parameter,
once considering the standard deviation of the performance on the 10 folds (see
Section 3.4.3) is 6.31.

With this calibration setting, the 10-fold cross-validation provides good average
performances in terms of accuracy (77%), precision (81%), sensitivity (77%), and
specificity (78%) as shown in Figure 3.8, panel D. The confusion matrix is reported
in Figure 3.8, panel B, whereas the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve
(Figure 3.8, panel E) provides an Area Under the Curve (AUC) score of 86%.

Besides the good performance of the model, the main result is given by the
analysis of the coefficients of the features selected by the models. In Figure 3.8
(Panel A), the histogram of the LASSO logistic regression weights represents the
importance of each feature for the classification task. The positive weights reflect a
susceptible behavior of the features to the target COVID-19 disease severity, whereas
the negative weights a protective action. The analysis identified AR as the only
protective gene, suggesting an important contribution of this factor to the genetic
of the disease. The calculated odds ratio of AR short repeats (≤ 22) is 0.79 i.e.
protective. Therefore, the odds ratio of long repeats (≥ 23) is 1/0.79= 1.27 i.e.
severity.

In order to confirm the results, we fitted a logistic regression without regulariza-
tion for the features selected by the LASSO embedded method. The performances
for the selected set of features (age, gender, comorbidity, and AR gene) are 79%
accuracy, 81% precision, 81% sensitivity, 78% specificity, 88% roc-auc. The model
shows a slight decrease of almost all the performance measures when the AR gene is
removed from the set (accuracy -1.2%, precision -1.3%, sensitivity -1.4%, specificity
-1.2%, ROC-AUC +0.3%).

Furthermore, the logistic regression on the male cohort with the AR gene alone
provides results quite higher than the random guess with accuracy at 58%, precision
71%, sensitivity 64%, specificity 55%, and ROC-AUC 55%.

Finally, the association between long polyQ alleles (≥ 23) and severe clinical
outcome (p= 0.024) was also validated in an independent cohort of Spanish men
< 60 years of age (p=0.014).

4Comorbidities were defined as the presence of one or more clinical conditions (i.e. cardiac,
endocrine, neurological, neoplastic diseases) at the time of infection. The variable is coded as 1 if
there was at least one comorbidity.
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Figure 3.8: Panel A: The histogram of the LASSO logistic regression weights repre-
sents the importance of each feature for the classification task. Panel B: Confusion
matrix for the aggregation of the logistic regression predictions in the 10 folds of the
cross-validation. Panel C: Cross-validation ROC-AUC score for the grid of LASSO
regularization parameters; the error bar is given by the standard deviation of the
score within the 10 folds; the optimal regularization parameter is chosen by selecting
the most parsimonious parameter whose cross-validation score falls in the range of
the best one along with its standard deviation (red point). Panel D: Boxplot of
accuracy, precision, sensitivity, specificity, and ROC-AUC score for the 10-fold of
the cross-validation. The box extends from the Q1 to Q3 quartile, with a line at the
median (Q2) and a triangle for the average. Panel E: ROC curve for the 10 folds of
the cross-validation. The image is taken from the original paper [147].

3.5.3 Androgen Receptor genetic contribution to COVID-19 severity

Firstly, we recall that, from the biological point of view, AR contains a highly
variable polyglutamine repeat (poly-Q) located in the N-terminal domain of the
protein, spanning from 9 to 36 glutamine residues in the normal population [149].
AR polyQ length correlates with receptor functionality, with shorter polymorphic
glutamine repeats typically associated with higher and longer PolyQ tracts with
lower receptor activity [149]. Moreover, AR is expressed in both males and females,
but the bioavailability of its ligands T and dihydroT (DHT) differs significantly,
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being much higher in males.

In the present analysis, we have demonstrated that shorter polymorphic glu-
tamine repeats (<22) confer protection against life-threatening COVID-19 in a sub-
population of individuals with age < 60 years. In addition, testosterone was proved
to be higher in subjects with AR long-polyQ, possibly indicating receptor resis-
tance (p = 0.042 Mann-Whitney U test). We can state that inappropriately low
serum testosterone levels among carriers of the long-polyQ alleles (p = 0.0004 Mann-
Whitney U test) predicted the need for intensive care in COVID-19 infected men.

Moreover, the relationship between the AR polyQ repeat size and 5 laboratory
markers of immunity/inflammation, including CRP, Fibrinogen, IL6, CD4, and NK
count has been tested. We found that older (≥ 60) males with AR polyQ tract ≥ 23
have a higher (55.92 versus 48.21 mg/dl) mean value of CRP (p-value 0.018, not
accounting for multiple testing) and lower mean value of Fibrinogen and a trend
of higher IL6. This is in agreement with the known anti-inflammatory action of
testosterone.

In conclusion, these first results may contribute to designing reliable clinical
and public health measures by studying the genetic of the patients. Basically, we
suggest that sizing the AR poly-glutamine repeat has important implications in
the diagnostic pipeline of patients affected by life-threatening COVID-19 infection.
Most importantly, our studies open to the potential of using testosterone as adjuvant
therapy for patients with severe COVID-19 having defective androgen signaling,
defined by this study as ≥ 23 PolyQ repeats, and inappropriately low levels of
circulating androgens.

3.6 The Mendelian face of COVID-19: rare variants of TLR7

In the previous section, we have seen how the LASSO logistic regression model
was successfully used to identify a gene’s common variant that is predictive for the
severe or the mild COVID-19 phenotype. Here we report the analyses carried out by
applying LASSO logistic regression methodology to the rare genetic variants. The
results of the present section are based on [150]. In particular, rare variants of the
X chromosome with frequency ≤ 1% in the European Non-Finnish population were
considered. In the chosen Boolean representation the gene was set to 1 if it included
at least a missense, splicing, or loss of function rare variant, and 0 otherwise. In so
doing we have collapsed the information of the genetic variants into a gene level.

Cases were selected according to the following inclusion criteria: i. male gender;
ii. young age (< 60 years); iii endotracheal intubation or CPAP/biPAP ventilation
(categories 3 and 4 as defined in Section 3.2). As controls, participants were selected
using the sole criterion of being oligo-asymptomatic not requiring hospitalization
(category 0). As in the previous analysis, cases and controls represented the extreme
phenotypic presentations of the GEN-COVID cohort.

As usual, after the fitting of the model, the performances are evaluated through
the confusion matrix of the aggregated predictions in the 10 folds of the cross-
validation of Figure 3.9 (Panel C) and with the boxplot (Panel D) of accuracy (60%
average value), precision (59%), sensitivity (75%), specificity (43%), and ROC-AUC
score (68%).

It is important to observe that TLR7 is picked up by LASSO logistic regression
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A
ge

Figure 3.9: Panel A: The histogram of the LASSO logistic regression weights rep-
resents the importance of each feature for the classification task. Panel B: Cross-
validation ROC-AUC score for the grid of LASSO regularization parameters. the
red circle (1.26) corresponds to the parameter chosen for the fitting procedure. Panel
C: Confusion matrix for the aggregation of the logistic regression predictions in the
10 folds of the cross-validation. Panel D: Boxplot of accuracy, precision, sensitivity,
specificity, and ROC-AUC score for the 10 folds of the cross-validation. The box
extends from the Q1 to Q3 quartile, with a line at the median (Q2) and a triangle
for the average. The image is taken from the original paper [150].

as one of the most important genes on the X chromosome (see Figure 3.9 Panel A).
Then, in order to confirm the significance of the association between TLR7 variants
and COVID severity, the Fisher’s Exact Test was used (p value 0.0037).

3.6.1 Toll-like receptors role in COVID-19

From a biological point of view, recent evidence has suggested a fundamental role
of interferon genes in modulating immunity to SARS-CoV-2 [149]. In particular,
rare variants have recently been identified in the interferon type I pathway that
are responsible for inborn errors of immunity in a small proportion of patients and
auto-antibodies against type I interferon genes in up to 10% of severe COVID-19
cases [151]. On the other side, toll-like receptors (TLRs) are crucial components
in the initiation of innate immune responses to a variety of pathogens, causing the
production of pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1, and IL-6) and type I and
II Interferons (IFNs), that are responsible for innate antiviral responses. In partic-
ular, innate immunity is very sensitive in detecting potential pathogens, promoting
synthesis and release of type I and type II IFNs in addition to a number of other
proinflammatory cytokines, and leading to a severe cytokine release syndrome which
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may be associated with a fatal outcome. Interestingly, among the different TLRs,
TLR7 recognizes several single-stranded RNA viruses including SARS-CoV-2 [152].

Following the statistical analyses reported above, the functional gene expression
profile analysis demonstrated a reduction in TLR7-related gene expression in pa-
tients compared with controls demonstrating an impairment in type I and II IFN
responses. In conclusion, young males with TLR7 loss-of-function variants and severe
COVID-19 represent a subset of male patients contributing to disease susceptibility
in up to 2% of severe COVID-19.

3.7 Common variants and discovery of TLR3 polymorphism

As seen in the previous section (3.6), toll-Like Receptors (TLRs) are a class of
proteins that play a key role in host innate immunity, causing the production of
pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1, and IL-6) and type I and II Interferons
(IFN), that are responsible for innate antiviral responses.

In order to evaluate the possible involvement of common polymorphism such as
TLRs’s ones, the LASSO logistic regression model is applied to a Boolean repre-
sentation of common variants (see [153] for the full analysis). Common bi-allelic
polymorphisms are defined as combinations of two polymorphisms, each with Minor
Allele Frequency (MAF) above 1%, with a frequency above 5% in the cohort. So, the
input features are the common bi-allelic polymorphisms from whole-exome sequenc-
ing (see 4.3 for the description of the Boolean representation) as well as gender, and
age, the latter as a continuous variable normalized between 0 and 1.

We used a cohort of 1, 319 subjects from the Italian GEN-COVID Multicenter
study, infected with SARS-CoV-2 diagnosed by RT-PCR on a nasopharyngeal swab,
as described in 3.2. As in the previous analyses, cases were defined as patients need-
ing endotracheal intubation or CPAP/biPAP ventilation (category 3/4). Controls
were oligo-asymptomatic subjects not requiring hospitalization (category 0).

Again, the grid search curve of the cross-validation score (Figure 3.10, Panel D)
shows a maximum of the regularization parameter in 10. With this calibration set-
ting, the 10-folds cross-validation provides good performances in terms of accuracy
(73%), precision (74%), sensitivity (73%), and specificity (73%) as shown in Fig-
ure 3.10 Panel C. The confusion matrix is reported in Figure 3.10 Panel D, whereas
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve (Figure 3.10 Panel E) provides
an Area Under the Curve (AUC) score of 80%.

As shown in the histograms of Figure 3.10 (Panel A) we have identified the
L412F polymorphism (rs3775291; c.1234C>T) in TLR3 as a severity marker for the
COVID-19 disease.

In order to confirm the role of the polymorphism, we subdivided patients into
two categories, those having the polymorphism in heterozygous or homozygous state
and those homozygous for the wild-type allele. We found that the prevalence of
L412F polymorphism is significantly higher in cases compared to controls (p-value
2.8 10−2). The global allele frequency of L412F in our cohort (cases and controls) is
29.38%, comparable to the allele frequency of 29.79% reported in the European (non-
Finnish) population in the gnomAD database (https://gnomad.broadinstitute.
org/). The identified frequencies were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
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Figure 3.10: Panel A: The histogram of the LASSO logistic regression weights rep-
resents the importance of each feature for the classification task. Panel B: Cross-
validation ROC-AUC score for the grid of LASSO regularization parameters; the
optimal regularization parameter is chosen by selecting the one with the highest
cross-validation score (red point). Panel C: Boxplot of accuracy, precision, sensitiv-
ity, specificity, and ROC-AUC score for the 10-fold of the cross-validation. Panel
D: Confusion matrix for the aggregation of the logistic regression predictions in
the 10 folds of the cross-validation. Panel E: ROC curve for the 10 folds of the
cross-validation. The image is taken from the original paper [153].

3.7.1 Biological meaning of TLR3’s biological polymorphism

The L412F polymorphism has an overall allele frequency of about 20%, ranging from
30% in European to 0.88% in African (mainly sub-Saharan) populations [154]. It
is intriguing that a COVID-19-free population such as sub-Saharan has a very low
frequency (0.88%) of this polymorphism and that Asian (26.97%) and European
(30.01%) have a much higher frequency. The variant protein with phenylalanine is
under-represented on the cell surface, it is not efficiently secreted into the culture
medium when expressed as the soluble ectodomain, and it has reduced capability to
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activate the expression of TLR3-dependent reporter constructs [154].
In the presented analysis, we have identified the second protein-encoding poly-

morphism that modulates COVID-19 outcome (see Section 3.5 for the first polymor-
phism). These results indicate that L412F polymorphism in the TLR3 gene makes
males, in whom after puberty testosterone lowers TLR3 expression, at risk of severe
COVID-19 in a context of a polygenic model. Moreover, based on the impairment of
autophagy, these data provide a rationale for reinterpreting clinical trials with HCQ
stratifying patients by L412F. Finally, the combination of L412F in TLR3 and spe-
cific HLA class II haplotypes may put male patients at risk of post-acute sequelae of
SARS-CoOV-2 infection (PASC) pointing to the need for an appropriate follow-up.

Our experiments suggest an important role of autophagy downstream of the
TLR3 receptor, possibly affecting TNFa production and susceptibility to infections,
including SARS-CoV-2.

3.8 Yet another polymorphism: SELP Asp603Asn and severe
thrombosis in COVID-19 males

From the analyses of LASSO logistic regression on common polymorphism (Sec-
tion 3.5 and 3.7) we had confirmation that age has a powerful impact on the model
effectiveness, potentially hiding the genetic effect of common variants. In order to
mitigate the effect of age, the Ordered Logistic Regression (OLR) model was applied
to the clinical WHO gradings, stratified by sex and adjusted by age. This procedure,
thoroughly explained in the following Section 4.2, aims at defining cases and controls
by getting rid of the effect of both gender and age. The analysis reported here is
presented in [155].

After the phenotype definition, the usual LASSO logistic regression model has
been applied to the male subset consists of 513 COVID-19 patients: 236 severe
COVID-19 patients (cases as resulting from OLR) and 277 controls. The input
features are given by the Boolean representation of homozygous common bi-allelic
polymorphism of autosomal genes (see Section 4.3).

As shown in Figure 3.11 (Panel A), the LASSO identified SELP as a key player
for severity and thromboembolism in severe COVID-19. Association was following
confirmed by Chi-Square Test.

In conclusion, we identified SELP rs6127 polymorphism as the elusive genetic fac-
tor predisposing COVID-19 patients to thromboembolism leading to life-threatening
disease. We showed that predisposition increases if the protective effect of testos-
terone is lost either by age or because of additional genetic factors such as poly
Q≥23 in the AR gene. This knowledge provides a rationale for repurposing anti-P-
selectin monoclonal antibodies as personalized adjuvant therapy in men affected by
COVID-19.
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Figure 3.11: Upper Panel: selected features by the LASSO logistic regression. The
upward histogram means positive weights, i.e the specific variant at the specific
locus (feature) contribute to severity of COVID-19. SELP 1 homo = homozy-
gous genotype Asn/Asn at the polymorphic locus Asp603Asn (rs6127). The down-
ward histograms means negative weights, contributing to mildness of COVID-19.
COG3 1 homo = homozygous genotype Ser/Ser at the polymorphic locus Leu825Ser
(rs3014902). COG3 gene encodes for a vesicle docking protein involved in viral traf-
ficking. TMEM221 2 homo = homozygous genotype Ala/Ala at the polymorphic
locus Thr66Ala (rs4808641). TMEM221 gene encodes for a transmembrane protein.
The image is taken from the original paper [155]. Lower Panel: grid search results
for the fitted model.
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Chapter 4
Disentangling complex genetic
diseases: an explainable AI model
for COVID-19

In the previous chapter, very important genetic information on COVID-19 has been
extracted through Machine Learning (ML) methodologies. Several common poly-
morphism (see Sections 3.5, 3.7 and 3.8) and rare variants (see Section 3.6) have been
selected and individually studied, given rise to potential patients’ treatment. Any-
way, a comprehensive framework of the COVID-19 genetic disease was still missing.
In the present chapter, we describe the ML model developed in order to represent and
aggregate the effects of all the genetic components into an interpretable predictive
model.

The ultimate goal of the proposed model is extremely significant for public health:
it aims at providing, on the basis of the genetic, a binary classification between severe
and non-severe COVID-19 affected patients, where patients were considered severe
when hospitalized and receiving any form of respiratory support. The focus on this
target variable is motivated by the practical importance of rapidly identifying which
patients are more likely to require oxygen support, in an effort to prevent further
complications. As already mentioned in Chapter 3, beyond what this method can
help us understand regarding the role of host genetics in COVID-19 susceptibility
and the potential implications for clinical and public health responses, the model
also has strong potential for understanding the role of host genetics in other complex
disorders. As we move into an era of precision, patient-centric medicine - an era being
propelled by the lurking ubiquitous character of COVID-19 - this method can help
us tailor treatments to the specific needs of individual patients.

From the very beginning, interpretability has been a guiding principle in the
definition of the ML model, as only a readily interpretable model can provide useful
and reliable information for clinical practice while also contributing significantly to
diagnostic, and therapeutic targeting. With this respect, in the recent literature,
[156] provides a review of the different strategies for interpreting ML models, and
examples of how these strategies have been applied in genetics and genomics. In
the same framework [157] provides a guideline for the selection of ML methods
and their practical applications. Instead, [158] discusses the recent applications
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of supervised ML to population genetics that outperform competing methods, and
describes promising future directions in this area.

Anyway, the high dimensionality of host genetic data poses a serious challenge to
evident and reliable interpretability. So far, the development of a robust predictive
model able to make a direct association between single variants and disease severity
grading compared to a much smaller number of individual patients has proven to
be too complex and ultimately unreliable. In order to address the complexity, an
enriched gene-level representation of host genetic data was modeled by an ensemble
of ML algorithms.

The analyses reported in this chapter are detailed in the original papers [159, 2].

4.1 A post Mendelian paradigm for complex genetic disease

The complexity of COVID-19, as emerged also in Chapter 3, immediately suggests
that both common and rare variants contribute to the likelihood of developing a
severe form of the disease. However, the contribution of common and rare variants
to the severe phenotype is not expected to be the same. A single rare variant that
impairs the protein function might cause a severe phenotype by itself after viral
infection, while this is not so probable for a common polymorphism, which is likely
to have a less marked effect on protein functionality.

These observations led to the definition of a score, named Integrated PolyGenic
Score (IPGS), that includes information regarding the variants at different frequen-
cies with the following formula:

IPGS = nsC − nmC (4.1)

+ FLF · (nsLF − nmLF ) (4.2)

+ FR · (nsR − nmR ) (4.3)

+ FUR · (nsUR − nmUR) (4.4)

In the above equation, the symbol n is used to indicate the count of input fea-
tures that promotes the severe outcome (superscript s) or that protects from a
severe outcome (i.e. mildness with superscript m) and with genetic variants having
Minor Allele Frequency (MAF)≥ 5% (common, subscript C), 1% <MAF≤ 5% (low-
frequency, subscript LF ), 0.1%<MAF≤ 1% (rare, subscript R), and MAF<0.1%
(ultra-rare, subscript UR).

For the sake of clarity, we list the definition of each variable in the following:

• nsC count of features representing common genetic variants promoting severe
outcome;

• nmC count of features representing common genetic variants protecting from
severe outcome;

• nsLF count of features representing low frequency genetic variants promoting
severe outcome;

• nmLF count of features representing low frequency genetic variants protecting
from severe outcome;
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• nsR count of features representing rare genetic variants promoting severe out-
come;

• nmR count of features representing rare genetic variants protecting from severe
outcome;

• nsUR count of features representing ultra-rare genetic variants promoting severe
outcome;

• nmUR count of features representing ultra-rare genetic variants protecting from
severe outcome.

The weighting factors FLF , FR, and FUR were included to model the different
penetrant effects of low-frequency, rare, and ultra-rare variants, compared to com-
mon variants. Thus, the 4 terms of Eq. (4.1), Eq. (4.2), Eq. (4.3), Eq. (4.4) can
be interpreted as the contributions of common, low-frequency, rare, and ultra-rare
variants to a score that represents the genetic propensity of a patient to develop a
severe form of COVID-19.

The definition of the terms of the IPGS formula requires 4 separate steps, detailed
in the following subsections (see also Figure 4.1):

1. the definition of a severity phenotype adjusted by age and sex, with the pur-
pose of facilitating the extraction of features associated with the genetic basis
of COVID-19 severity (Figure 4.1 Panel A). In particular, the adjusted phe-
notype was computed with an ordered logistic regression model as detailed in
Section 4.2;

2. the conversion of genetic variants into Boolean features representing the pres-
ence of variants in different frequency ranges in each gene (described in Sec-
tion 4.3). This step led to the definition of 12 separate sets of input features.
Specifically, 9 sets of input features are designed to represent in a binary way
the autosomal dominant hereditary model, the autosomal recessive and X-
linked models of inheritance for both ultra-rare, rare, and low frequency vari-
ants. In the case of common variants, the same 3 sets of Boolean features
representing the autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, and X-linked mod-
els of inheritance were used; however, instead of simply defining the binary
variables as “absence/presence of variants”, the absence/presence of variant
combinations was tested (Figure 4.1 Panel B).

3. The selection of those features that are associated with disease severity. In
fact, despite the Boolean representation of the genetic variability described in
the previous point significantly reduces the dimensionality of the problem, the
number of input features is still orders of magnitude higher than the number of
patients. In order to further reduce the number of input features, the already
seen feature selection strategy based on logistic models with the Least Abso-
lute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) regularization was employed
(Figure 4.1 Panel C, see Section 4.4.1 for details). Separate logistic models
with LASSO regularization were trained for the 12 sets of Boolean features for
predicting COVID-19 severity.
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4. Given the subset of features, and once the counting variables (denoted with
the letter n) in IPGS formula (Figure 4.1 Panel D) are defined, we carry out
the optimization of the weighting factors appearing in Eq. (4.2), Eq. (4.3), and
Eq. (4.4). This step of the model’s fitting requires the maximization of a metric,
i.e. the Silhouette score, measuring the goodness of the clustering between
severe and non-severe patients on the basis of the IPGS scores (Figure 4.1
Panel E). This phase of the model’s fitting is described in Section 4.4.2.

In order to train the model, the dataset was divided into a training set and a test-
ing set (90/10), and the entire procedure described by these 4 steps was performed
using only samples in the training set extracted from the GEN-COVID dataset.

Then, once the IPGS formula has been completely defined,

5. a final logistic regression model using as features: Age, Sex and IPGS, is
defined with the purpose of predicting a binary classification of patients into
mild and severe cases, where a patient is considered severe if hospitalized and
receiving any form of respiratory support (Figure 4.1 Panel F). For this step
of the analysis, we use a logistic regression model without regularization and
the performance of the model has been extensively tested, as described in
Section 4.7, with many independent test cohorts.

In Figure 4.1 we report a summary of the steps followed for the definition of the
interpretable predictive model.
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Figure 4.1: Steps for the model’s fitting. Panel A: Clinical severity classification into
severe and mild cases was performed by Ordered Logistic Regression (OLR) starting
from the WHO grading and patient age classifications. Panel B: WES data were
binarized into 0 or 1 depending on the absence (0) or the presence (1) of variants
(or the combination of two or more variants only for common polymorphisms) in
each gene. Panel C: LASSO logistic regression feature selection methodology on
multiple train-test splits of the cohort leads to the identification of the final set of
features contributing to the clinical variability of COVID-19. Then the IPGS score is
defined (Panel D) by optimizing the weighting factors (Panel E). Finally, the logistic
regression model with IPGS is calibrated (Panel F). The image is taken from the
original paper [2].

4.2 Ordered Logistic Regression model

In order to perform the feature selection phase with a clinical classification as inde-
pendent as possible from age and sex, an Ordered Logistic Regression (OLR) model
was used (step 1 as defined in Section 4.1).

Firstly, since sex has been proved to be a significant driver of the disease severity
(see Chapter 3), the patients were first divided into males and females. Then for
each sex, an OLR model was fitted by using the age to predict the WHO phenotype
classification into 6 grades1. The OLR model was chosen among the other possible

1For the present analysis, the additional category of deceased was added with respect to the
analyses carried out in Chapter 3 and the phenotype classification of Section 3.2.
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ordinal models because it imposes a simple monotone relation between input feature
and target variable, and again, it provides easily interpretable thresholds between
the predicted classes.

Then, the patients with an OLR’s predicted grading equal to the actual grading
were excluded from the feature selection analyses, since we deemed that the effect of
their genetic component did not deviate the phenotype from the expected one due
to age. Instead, the remaining patients were divided into two classes depending on
whether their actual phenotype from OLR was milder or more severe than the one
expected for a patient of that age and sex. Overall, this procedure has two main
advantages:

• the first is to isolate patients whose genetic factors are most important for
predicting COVID-19 severity. In particular, the dominant effect of age may
be a strong bias in the feature selection, where protective features are advan-
taged with respect to features correlated with severity. Moreover, the modeling
through OLR can be done separately from male and female cohorts, helping
us to disentangle the genetic factors for both sexes.

• The results of the OLR predictions give us a way to make the phenotype of the
disease binary, and the binary classification problem is much easier to solve
with respect to other kinds of tasks, especially when dealing with very high
dimensional space. In addition, the binary classification’s performances and
their reliability are easier to check, e.g. via the confusion matrix, also when
datasets of other cohorts are exploited.

The model based on all-threshold variant [160] of the mord Python package
[161] is exploited. It is based on the assumption that mistakes should be differently
weighted based on the ordinal relationship, e.g., if the target label is 2, predict 3 is
better than predict 4. The chosen all-threshold variant model aims at fixing a set of
thresholds θl with l ∈ [1, d− 1] as a decision function. Then, the loss function sums
the differences between the predicted score f̃(x) and the thresholds θl:

L(y, f̃(x)) =
d−1∑
l=1

f
(
g(l, y)(θl − f̃(x))

)
, (4.5)

where f(·) is some margin penalty function, i. e. the cross-entropy loss in our case,
whereas the term g(l, y) takes into account the y target value:

g(l, y) = (2 · [l ≥ y]− 1).

In Figure 4.2 we report the result of the clinical classification adjusted by age
for the patients of the training set of GEN-COV cohort. On the y axis, the grading
according to patients’ treatment is reported (5=deceased; 4=intubated; 3=CPAP,
biPAP; 2=oxygen therapy; 1=hospitalized without oxygen support; 0=not hospi-
talized oligo-asymptomatic patients), while on the x axis, age is reported. The red
dots represent subjects falling above the expected treatment outcomes according to
age (hence considered severe), whereas the green dots are subjects falling below the
expected treatment outcomes according to age (hence considered mild) and black
dots are subjects matching the expected treatment outcomes according to age (hence
considered intermediate).
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It is worth noting the steeper ”diagonal” composed by the black dots for the
male cohorts with respect to the female one. For females almost up to 50 years, the
predicted grading is 0, whereas the grading 3 is predicted for over-80 years females.

Figure 4.2: Results of the two Ordered Logistic Regression (OLR) models, stratified
by sex, fitted using age to predict the ordinal grading (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) dependent
variable. On the y axis, the grading according to patients’ treatment is reported.
On the x-axis, age is reported. Red dots represent subjects falling above the ex-
pected treatment outcomes according to age (hence considered severe), green dots
are subjects falling below the expected treatment outcomes according to age (hence
considered mild) and black dots are subjects matching the expected treatment out-
comes according to age (hence considered intermediate). The image is taken from
the original paper [159].

4.3 Definition of the Boolean features

As already mentioned in Chapter 3, a big challenge of statistical models for complex
genetic diseases is to find a way to map the whole genetic variability into a set of
informative features (step 2 as defined in Section 4.1). In the proposed model, the
genetic variants coming from WES were converted into 12 sets of Boolean features
to better represent the variability at the gene-level. The decision to move from a
variant representation to a Boolean gene base one is due to the necessity to reduce
the feature space and to increase the interpretability of the biological meaning of
the extracted features.
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Firstly, any variant not impacting on protein sequence was discarded. Then the
remaining variants were classified according to their Minor Allele Frequency (MAF)
as reported in gnomAD for the reference population as:

• ultra-rare, MAF<0.1%;

• rare, 0.1%<=MAF<1%;

• low-frequency, 1%<=MAF<5%; and

• common, MAF>=5%.

Non-Finnish European (NFE) was used as a reference population. SNPs with
MAF not available in gnomAD were treated as ultra-rare, and INDELs with fre-
quency not available in gnomAD were treated as ultra-rare when present only once
in the cohort and otherwise discarded as possible artifacts of sequencing.

4.3.1 Ultra-rare, rare and low frequency variants

Let us start with the ultra-rare variants, where 3 alternative Boolean representa-
tions were defined. They are designed to capture the autosomal dominant (AD),
autosomal recessive (AR), and X-linked (XL) model of inheritance, respectively.

• The AD and AR representations includes a feature for all the genes on auto-
somes. These features are equal to 1 when the corresponding gene presented
variants in the ultra-rare frequency range and 0 otherwise: at least 1 for the
AD model, or 2 for the AR model.

• The XL representation includes only genes belonging to the X chromosome;
these features are equal to 1 when the corresponding gene presents at least 1
variant in the ultra-rare frequency range and 0 otherwise.

The same approach was used to define AD, AR, and XL Boolean features for the rare
(other 3 Boolean representations) and low-frequency variants, by ending up with 9
different Boolean representations for the non-common variants.

4.3.2 Common variants

A slightly more complicated approach was carried out for representing the common
variants, able to better capture the presence of alternative haplotypes.

For each gene, all the possible combinations of common variants were computed.
For instance, in the case of a gene belonging to an autosome with 2 common variants
(named α and β), 3 combinations are possible (α, β, and αβ), and (consequently) 3
Boolean features were defined both for the AD and AR model. In the AR model, each
of these 3 features was equal to 1 if all the variants in that particular combination
were present in the homozygous state and 0 otherwise. The same rule was used for
the AD model, but setting the feature to 1 even if the variants in that particular
combination are in the heterozygous state.

In both models, AD and AR, a further feature was defined for each gene to
represent the absence of any of the previously defined combinations. In the AD
model this feature was equal to 1 if no common variant is present and 0 otherwise;
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in the AR model, it is equal to 1 if no common variant is present in the homozygous
state and 0 otherwise. The same approach was used to define the set of Boolean
features for common variants in genes belonging to the X chromosome.

In Figure 4.3 we report a sketch for the Boolean representation of the genetic
variants.

Figure 4.3: Boolean representation of genetic variants. For Ultra-Rare, Rare and
Low-Frequency variants the upper chart shows that a feature ”Mutated gene A” is
defined by considering possible variants of the gene A. For common variants, two
different polymorphisms (green and blue) are showed starting from the patterns of
the variants for gene B.

In Table 4.1 we report the description of the 12 Boolean representations of genetic
variability.
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Table 4.1: Representations of the genetic variability for ultra rare, rare, low fre-
quency and common variants. The Table is taken from the original paper [2].

Representation 1 0

UR AD Ultra-rare variants
(dominant)

At least one variant (MAF <
1/1000)

Otherwise

UR AR Ultra-rare variants
(recessive)

At least 2 variants (MAF <
1/1000)

Otherwise

UR X Ultra-rare variants on
the X chr genes

(X-linked inheritance)

At least one variant (MAF <
1/1000)

Otherwise

R AD Rare variants
(dominant)

At least one variant (MAF between
1/100 and 1/1000)

Otherwise

R AR Rare variants
(recessive)

At least 2 variants (MAF between
1/100 and 1/1000)

Otherwise

R X Rare variants on the X
chr genes (X-linked

inheritance)

At least one variant (MAF between
1/100 and 1/1000)

Otherwise

LF AD Low-frequency variants
(dominant)

At least one variant (MAF between
5/100 and 1/100) (If more than
one coding LF variant, different
combinations are represented)

Otherwise

LF AR Low-frequency variants
(recessive)

Variant or variant combination as
at 3a, in homozygosity (MAF

between 5/100 and 1/100)

Otherwise

LF X Low-frequency variants
on the X chr genes

(X-linked inheritance)

At least one variant (MAF between
5/100 and 1/100) (If more than
one coding LF variant, different
combinations are represented)

Otherwise

C AD Common variants
(dominant)

At least one variant (MAF >
5/100) (If more than one coding
low-frequency variant impacts in
that gene, different combinations

-unique-are represented separately)

Otherwise

C AR Common variants
(recessive)

Variant or variant combination as
at 4a, in homozygosity (MAF >

5/100)

Otherwise

C X Common variants on
the X chr genes

(X-linked inheritance)

At least one variant (MAF >
5/100) (If more than one coding
low-frequency variant impacts in
that gene, different combinations

-unique-are represented separately)

Otherwise
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4.4 Definition of the Integrated Polygenic Score (IPGS)

Once both the input features (12 sets of genetic Boolean representations, see Sec-
tion 4.3) and the target variable (phenotypes deviating from OLR predicted ones,
see Section 4.2) have been defined, we are able to select the features that will define
the IPGS’s terms. In this phase the following two steps were performed:

• selection of the most relevant features for each Boolean representation with
LASSO feature selection (step 3 as defined in Section 4.1). These features
contribute to the definition of the count terms of the Integrated Polygenic
Score (IPGS) formula. The step is described in the following Section 4.4.1.

• The definition of the weights of the IPGS (step 4, described in Section 4.4.2).

In order to augment the reliability of the model, a bootstrap approach with 100
iterations was adopted to train the model, where at each iteration the aforementioned
two steps are performed. At each bootstrap iteration, 90% of the samples were
selected without replication.

Principal Component Analysis Before proceeding with feature selection, a pre-
processing analysis of the principal components has been carried out. Since the
model is based on a combination of rare and common variants, the latter largely
depending on the population, the training procedure should be performed using a
dataset with homogeneous ancestry. The standard analysis of Principal Components
was performed and the first principal components turned out to be connected with
the patient’s ethnicity collected in the medical records. Therefore, the genetic ances-
try of the patients was estimated using a random forest classifier trained on samples
from the 1000 genomes project and using as input features the first 20 principal
components computed from the common variants by PLINK37. In order to avoid
bias in the analysis due to the different ethnicity, only patients of genetic European
ancestry were retained for the following analyses.

4.4.1 LASSO for Embedded Feature Selection

As already mentioned, the subsets of the most relevant features were identified using
logistic regression models with Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
(LASSO) regularization, widely exploited and described in Chapter 3.

Separate logistic regression models were trained for each of the 12 sets of Boolean
features described in Section 4.3, by using the two cohorts of male and female sep-
arately and the overall cohort. The target variable for each of these models was the
re-classified phenotype adjusted by age and sex described in Section 4.2.

For each LASSO model, the regularization strength was optimized by 10-folds
cross-validation with 50 equally spaced values in the logarithmic scale in the range
[10−2, 101]. The optimal regularization strength was selected as the one with the
best trade-off between the simplicity of the model and the cross-validation score,
i.e. as the highest regularization strength providing an average score closer to the
highest average score than 0.5 standard deviations.

Once the regularization strength was defined, the LASSO model was re-trained
using all the samples in that particular bootstrap iteration. The features with non-
null coefficients are the ones selected for the next step.
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In summary, for each bootstrap iteration, the LASSO logistic regression pro-
cedure returns 12 lists of features (one for each Boolean representation) that are
expected to be the most important features for predicting the phenotype adjusted
by age and sex in that particular bootstrap iteration.

Definition of IPGS terms The aim of the IPGS is to combine information from dif-
ferent representations (Eq. (4.1)-Eq. (4.4)). The list of relevant features extracted
as described in the previous section (both for the specific sex cohort and for the
overall one) are used to compute the number of features that are associated with
mildness or severity for the different frequency ranges. For instance, nmR corresponds
to the number of features associated with the mild phenotype coming from Boolean
features computed for variants in the frequency range [0.1%, 1%]. A feature is con-
sidered associated with the mild phenotype when its coefficient in the LASSO model
estimated in step 1 is negative, i.e. it contributes to the prediction of the pheno-
type adjusted by age and sex in the direction of a phenotype less severe than what
expected at that particular age and sex. The same rule, applied to the correspond-
ing Boolean representation, is used to define the other feature-counts appearing in
Eq. (4.1) - Eq. (4.4). In this way, we have defined the count terms of the IPGS for-
mula for males and females needed for the optimization of weights of the Integrated
PolyGenic Score (IPGS).

4.4.2 Optimization of weights of the Integrated PolyGenic Score (IPGS)

The weighing factors taking into account the relative weights of the different Boolean
representations in Equations (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) were estimated as those that maximize
the Silhouette coefficient of the separation between the clusters of patients more/less
severe than expected, on the basis of the IPGS score.

The minimization was performed with the weighting factors restricted to the in-
tegers in the following ranges: FLF [1, 4], FR [2, 8], and FUR [5, 100]. This procedure
returns 3 optimal values for the weighting factors associated with each Bootstrap
iteration.

4.4.3 Aggregation of bootstrap results

For each of the Boolean feature, of all the 12 representations, the number of times
this feature was selected in the 100 bootstrap iterations is computed. Then, the
entire bootstrap procedure is repeated using random input phenotypes, and the
5th percentile of the number of times that a feature is associated with a random
phenotype is estimated (t5%). This threshold, computed separately for each Boolean
representation, was used to select which Boolean features are included in the final
model, i.e. those appearing in the bootstrap more than t5% times. As no significant
association is expected among the Boolean features and the random phenotype, the
threshold of the 5th percentile is expected to exclude with a 95% level of confidence
the possible false-positive associations. The merge of all the features exceeding the
threshold t5% (selected in any of the bootstrap iterations) gives rise to the final
version of the count terms of the IPGS formula.

As regards the weighting factors, they are computed as the median values of
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Figure 4.4: Sketch of the optimization procedure of the Silhuette coefficient for
mild/severe patients on the basis of IPGS for the computation of F factors (projec-
tion of the multidimensional function on a single F).

the estimates obtained in the 100 bootstrap iterations; resulting in 2, 4, 5 for low-
frequency, rare and ultra-rare respectively, for both the males and females.
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4.5 Biological meaning of the extracted features

From the initial set of 163, 099 features (divided into 36, 540 ultra-rare, 23, 470 rare,
13, 056 low-frequency and 90, 033 common features) in 12 Boolean representations,
the selected features contributing to COVID-19 clinical variability are 7, 249, which
correspond to ∼ 4.4% of the initial number of Boolean features. The total number
of genes contributing to COVID-19 clinical variability was 4, 260 in males and 4, 360
in females, 75% of which were in common.

In the following points, we describe the most biologically significant extracted
genes, as reported in the original paper [2].

• Among the extracted ultra-rare variants (Figure 4.5 Panel A) there was a group
of genes, such as TLR3, TLR7, and TICAM1, already shown to be directly
involved in the Mendelian-like forms of COVID-19. Furthermore, another
group of genes are natural candidates because of their function: these include
the ACE2 shedding protein, ADAM17, CFTR-related genes, genes involved in
glycolipid metabolism, genes expressed by cells of the innate immune system,
and genes involved in the coagulation pathway. Finally, a group of genes led
by ACE2 (if affected by ultra-rare variants) confers protection from the severe
disease. This group includes several genes whose mutations are responsible for
auto-inflammatory disorders.

• Among the rare variants extracted (Figure 4.5 Panel B), we identified some
genes as candidates for COVID-19 severity, including TLR5 and SLC26A9 as
well as other genes involved in the inflammatory response.

• Among the low-frequency variants extracted, we identified some genes associ-
ated with either severity or protection from severe COVID-19 that are linked
to the CFTR pathway (e.g., PSMA6) as well as specific genes involved in the
immune response (e.g., NOD2) (see Figure 4.5 Panel C).

• The model was also able to identify a group of extracted common variants
already shown to be linked to either severe or mild COVID-19 (4.5 Panel
D). Among them are the L412F TLR3 and D603N SELP polymorphisms,
already reported to be associated with the severe disease [153, 155] and several
coding polymorphisms in Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) with already reported
genomic SNP, such as the ABO blood group, OAS1-3 genes, PPP1R15A gene,
and others [162]. In conclusion, considering their functions, genes involved in
the immune and inflammatory responses, or those involved in the coagulation
pathway and NK and T cell receptor, are to be considered natural candidates
for severe or mild COVID-19.
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Figure 4.5: Biological interpretation of the most interesting features (for the cate-
gories of ultra-rare, rare, low-frequency and common variants) among the extracted
ones. The image is taken from the original paper [2].

4.6 Training of the predictive model based on age, sex, and
IPGS

The procedure described in the previous sections completely defines how to calculate
the overall IPGS score. Then, the predictive model (step 5 as defined in Section 4.1)
of the binary COVID-19 severity was defined as a logistic regression model without
regularization, that uses as input features the IPGS, in addition to age, and sex.

It should be noted that, in the phase of feature selection/discovery described in
Section 4.4.1, only patients that deviate from their expected severity based on age
and sex were used (see Section 4.2 for the OLR). The procedure was in fact designed
to isolate the genetic basis of COVID-19 severity. Instead, since the final model will
be tested to other cohorts and could potentially be exploited as a diagnosis tool, in
this final step, IPGS, age and sex are combined to predict a binary classification of
the actual COVID-19 severity, i.e.

• class of severe, hospitalized patients with any form of respiratory support;
represented by the following categories:
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2. hospitalized, receiving low-flow supplemental oxygen;

3. hospitalized, receiving continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) or
bilevel positive airway pressure (BiPAP) ventilation;

4. hospitalized receiving invasive mechanical ventilation;

5. death;

• versus the class of mild, given by the categories of:

0. not hospitalized.

1. hospitalized, not receiving supplemental oxygen.

In order to prevent overfitting, this final model was fitted using 466 unseen
samples from the GEN-COVID cohort n.2 different from the training set adopted in
the feature selection phase and the Swedish cohort (having cases only, see Appendix
5 for details). During the fitting procedure, the class unbalancing is tackled by
penalizing the misclassification of the minority class with a multiplicative factor
inversely proportional to the class frequencies. In addition, since the aim of the
analysis is to test the model to foreign cohorts, a normalization of the IPGS is
needed and the percentile normalization of the IPGS scores is performed within
each cohort.

An alternative logistic model using as input features only age and sex was also
fitted on the same training set. The comparison between the two models is intended
to evaluate if the genetic information summarized in the IPGS improves the predic-
tion of severity compared to a model based on age and sex alone. Finally, a further
logistic regression model is fitted by only considering the IPGS variable.

4.7 Model Testing

The training procedure reported in the previous section returned three logistic re-
gression models to be compared:

1. one model using as input features only age and sex (M1);

2. a second model using IPGS in addition to age and sex (M2); and

3. the last model using only IPGS (M3).

These models were tested, without any further adjustment, using independent co-
horts of European ancestry. Specifically, three different cohorts, from Germany,
Canada and UK, contributed to this study. For multi ancestry cohorts (Canada
and UK) the sub-population of European Ancestry was included in the study. The
cohorts are described in Appendix 5.

For each cohort, the performances of the three models were evaluated and com-
pared in terms of accuracy, precision, sensitivity, and specificity. In Figure 4.6 we
report the results, where the model M1 is represented with grey, the model M2 with
orange, and the model M3 with the green color.

From Figure 4.6 it is evident that the second model (M2) including IPGS, age,
and sex performs better than the model considering only sex and age as inputs (M1),
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Figure 4.6: In the three tested cohorts, when the IPGS is added to age and sex as
a regressor, all the performances increase: the accuracy up to +2%, the precision
up to +1%, the sensitivity up to +3%, and the specificity up to +2%. We conclude
that IPGS is able to improve prediction of clinical outcome in addition to the well-
established powerful factors of age and sex. The image is taken from the original
paper [2].

in each of the testing cohorts, separately. The increase in performance was systemat-
ically observed throughout all the cohorts: on average +1.33% for accuracy, +1% for
precision, +1.33% for sensitivity, +1.67% for specificity. Considering the difference
in phenotype classification inherent to a comparison among various international
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cohorts, and the genetic variability among different European sub-populations, the
increase in performances observed for the model with IPGS demonstrates that this
score provides a robust index for predicting COVID-19 severity. We deem that the
performances’ increase for all three tests separately is very comforting, since one
of the biggest issues of non-reliable ML model is the instability of the aggregated
performances, as highlighted in Chapter 1. In addition to the two models (with and
without IPGS) also the third logistic regression model fitted with IPGS alone shows
performances well above the random guess.

For the overall cohort including the three independent cohorts, the results are
reported in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: When the IPGS is added to age and gender as a regressor, the per-
formances of the model increase: accuracy +1%, precision +1%, sensitivity +2%,
specificity +1%. The image is taken from the original paper [2].

The model M2 with age, gender, and IPGS exhibited an overall accuracy of
73%, precision equal to 78%, with sensitivity, and specificity of 72% and 75%, re-
spectively. As for the previous tests, all the aforementioned metrics are higher than
the corresponding values obtained using a logistic model that adopted as input fea-
tures only age and sex (M1). The increase in performances of the model with IPGS
confirms that this score indeed confers additional genetic information for predicting
COVID-19 severity compared to only age and sex.

In order to evaluate the statistical significance of the obtained results, the perfor-
mances of the model including (M2) age, sex and IPGS are evaluated with respect to
the performances of a model where the values of the IPGS feature have been shuffled.
By carrying out 100 repetitions of the shuffling procedure we computed the p-value
of the M2 tested performances with respect to the empirical null distribution. We
concluded that the increase of the performances is statistically significant (p-value
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< 0.05 for both accuracy, precision, sensitivity, and specificity) with respect to the
null distribution of performances for the ensemble of models where the IPGS feature
has been randomized (see Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8: Null distribution of the performances obtained by randomizing the IPGS.
The increases of the model with IPGS are statistically significant (p-value < 0.05 for
accuracy, precision, sensitivity and specificity). The image is taken from the original
paper [2].

Furthermore, the empirical probability density function of IPGS scores (Fig-
ure 4.9) has been estimated for the severe and non-severe patients of the cohort
including the testing sets. It is worth noting the shift on the right of the IPGS dis-
tribution for the severe patients, with a significant p-value (< 0.001) for the t-test
of the mean difference. This difference between severe and non-severe cases is pre-
served for the male and female cohorts when analyzed separately (p-values < 0.001
and 0.024, respectively).

4.7.1 Association studies

As a further test to evaluate the importance of the IPGS score for predicting COVID-
19 severity, the univariate logistic models were used on the overall set including the
training set of the logistic regression2 and the testing cohorts for a total of 2, 240
patients to estimate the Odds Ratio (OR) of severe COVID-19 for IPGS, age, and
sex, separately.

The test confirmed that severity was associated with IPGS, showing an OR of
2.32 (p < 0.001, 95% confidence interval [1.79, 3.01]) with age, measured in decades,
and sex, having OR of 1.89 (p < 0.001, 95% confidence interval [1.79, 2.00]) and 2.99
(p < 0.001, 95% confidence interval [2.58, 3.46]) respectively. The results (regression
coefficient, P value, Odds ratio (OR) and OR’s interval of confidence at 95%) are
reported in Table 4.2.

2Obviously, to avoid data leakage, the train set used for the feature selection and the IPGS’s
terms definition is not used.
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Figure 4.9: Empirical probability density function for the IPGS in the testing cohorts
for severe and non-severe; separately for the overall, the female and the male cohorts.
The image is taken from the original paper [2].

Table 4.2: Results of the univariate logistic regression models fitted on the cohort
including the whole testing set.

Variable Type Coef. P value OR 95 CI

IPGS Continuous [0,1] 0.84 <0.001 2.32 [1.79, 3.01]
Age Continuous (Decades) 0.64 <0.001 1.89 [1.79, 2.00]
Sex Binary (M Vs F) 1.10 <0.001 2.99 [2.58, 3.46]

Since IPGS, age and sex can be correlated, a multivariate analysis better evalu-
ates the effect of the possible collinearity. The multivariate logistic regression using
sex, age, and IPGS together, provided similar results reported in Table 4.3 confirm-
ing the goodness of the regressors’ OR.

Table 4.3: Results of the multivariate logistic regression model fitted on the cohort
including the whole testing set.

Variable Type Coef. P value OR 95 CI

IPGS Continuous [0,1] 0.44 0.017 1.56 [1.15, 2.12]
Age Continuous (Decades) 0.63 <0.01 1.87 [1.78, 1.98]
Sex Binary (M Vs F) 1.01 <0.01 2.75 [2.32, 3.27]

Finally, multivariable logistic regression was performed using as predictor vari-
ables the comorbidities in addition to IPGS, age, and sex. The comorbidities are con-
gestive/ischemic heart failure; asthma/COPD/OSAS; diabetes; hypertension; and
cancer. This latter model has been fitted in the training set, where the information
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on comorbidities was available. When adjusting for comorbidities, with a multivari-
able logistic model, OR of IPGS was 2.46 (p=0.05, 95% confidence interval [1.15,
5.25]) as shown in Table 4.4. This result further confirms that IPGS is a reliable
predictor of COVID-19 clinical severity.

Table 4.4: Results of the multivariate logistic regression model fitted on the cohort
where the information on comorbidities was available.

Variable Type Coef. P value OR 95 CI

IPGS Continuous [0,1] 0.90 0.05 2.46 [1.15, 5.25]
Age Continuous (Decades) 0.73 <0.01 2.08 [1.78, 2.43]
Sex Binary (M Vs F) 0.84 <0.01 2.33 [1.49, 3.63]
Heart Failure Binary (Y Vs N) -0.29 0.73 0.75 [0.19, 2.97]
Asthma/COPD Binary (Y Vs N) 0.66 0.56 1.93 [0.30, 12.49]
Diabetes Binary (Y Vs N) 0.46 0.57 1.59 [0.42, 6.04]
Hypertension Binary (Y Vs N) -0.40 0.38 0.67 [0.31, 1.42]
Cancer Binary (Y Vs N) -0.91 0.30 0.40 [0.096, 1.70]

Code availability Data analyses were performed using Python with the Scipy ecosys-
tem, and the scikit-learn library. The statistical association was done with the
statsmodel Python library. The code is freely available at the GitHub repository:
https://github.com/gen-covid/pmm.

4.8 An example of segregation analysis using IPGS

In order to show the potential of the explanation model’s capability, in the present
section we report an example of segregation analysis carried out by applying the
IPGS to 9 pedigrees of the cohort of familiar cases. For this analysis, two categories
of genetic variability, i.e. rare and common, are exploited, and an iteration of the
extracted feature is considered (with F factors equal to 2 for males and 1.2 for
females). The example is reported and detailed in [159].

In Figure 4.10 the squares represent male subjects, and the circles represent
female subjects. The red is used for severely affected patients, the green for oligo-
asymptomatic subjects and the grey for intermediate subjects. Under each symbol,
the treatment, the age (in parenthesis), and the terms of the IPGS formula are
reported. Here we describe the biological/clinical interpretation of the two most
relevant cases reported in Figure 4.10.

• Panel A: Brothers of 32 and 31 years with discordant phenotypes: hospitalized
CPAP treated, and oligosymptomatic, respectively. In agreement with their
phenotype, they have IPGS 0 and -10 respectively, mainly due to increased
common polymorphisms associated with mild disease in the asymptomatic
brother (such as p.Ile57Val of AURKA, a cell cycle regulator downregulated
during SARS-CoV-2 infection; p.Cys357Arg/p.Va335Met of GBP3, a strong
repressor of the activity of the viral polymerase complex, which results in
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decreased synthesis of viral proteins; and p.M1 of TLR8, a member of the Toll-
like receptor family which plays a fundamental role in pathogen recognition
and activation of innate immunity).

• Panel B: Sisters of 62 and 60 years of age with partially discordant pheno-
type, hospitalized with oxygen support only and hospitalized CPAP treated,
respectively. In agreement with their phenotype, they have IPGS 2.8 and
7, respectively, mainly due to increased severity of rare variants in the more
severely affected sister (including Amyloid Beta Precursor Protein Binding
Family A Member 3 APBA3, which plays a role in immune response; and the
low-density lipoprotein receptor family member LRP8, which has a role in the
suppression of innate response). Treatment with immunosuppressive agents
may be an option for this patient.

Through further exploration for rare variants in this individual family member,
an extremely rare pathogenic mutation was detected in IFNAR1. The frequency,
however, of IFNAR1 variants was too low to be identified using logistic regression
in a cohort of this size.

It is worth noting that the interpretability of the proposed model is strongly favoured
by the Boolean nature of the features. In fact, the genetic screening of a patient
give us indications on the IPGS’ genes that are mutated, and consequently, the clin-
icians can focus on the relevant mutated genes of the IPGS, e.g. those reported in
Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.10: Example of segregation analysis based on the IPGS score. The squares
represent male subjects, and the circles represent female subjects. The red is used for
severely affected patients, the green for oligo-asymptomatic subjects, and the grey for
intermediate subjects. Under each symbol, the treatment, the age (in parenthesis),
and the terms of the IPGS formula (IPGS = nscommon−nmcommon+2 · (nsrare − nmrare)
for male, IPGS = nscommon−nmcommon+1.2 · (nsrare − nmrare) for female) are reported.
The image is taken from the original paper [159].
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future works

As stated in the introduction, our main theoretical task was to deepen and system-
atize the reliability and the explainability topics in the context of artificial intelli-
gence (AI) models, with a particular focus on high-stakes applications. Returning
to the question posed at the beginning of this study, it is now possible to state that
model trustworthiness is linked to other factors, including the interpretability of the
algorithm, the stationarity of data, and the possible bias in the data (see [4], [5]).

Especially in the field of interpretability, much work has been done in order
to explain and interpret the models developed by AI in a human-comprehensible
manner. The main reason behind this effort is that the human experience and its
capacity for abstraction allow monitoring the process of the model decisions in a
sound way, trying to mitigate the risk of data-driven models. In fact, under the
control of humans, the decisions taken by the models assume a stronger meaning
and significantly contribute to the progress of scientific research in that particular
task. This is basically the approach we tried to follow when we tackled the complex
problem of the genetic variability in COVID-19 disease.

In the following, we summarize the main contributions, the limitations, and
future works on the topics covered by this work.

A model risk framework for AI applications

In the first chapter, we have defined a guideline for the development and the valida-
tion of a machine learning (ML) model, with a particular focus on the trustworthi-
ness and explainability requirements. The work aims at answering to the demands
of business, especially in the FinTech industries, seldom requiring an overall assess-
ment of the internal ML models. In particular, we have seen how the phase of design
and deployment of an ML model may be driven by many choices: the algorithms
that are best suited to the available dataset in respect of the problem to solve, how
the performance needs to be measured, how the hyperparameters should be fixed,
etc. The work tried to delineate a common set of requirements and tips to evaluate
how well those different choices were made (see for example Table 1.15).

Moreover, the framework allows for the measurement of the level of ”model risk”
of the AI application, by assigning a score to each of the 12 boxes on the left of
the chart reported in Figure 1.1. To this end, a set of questions is associated with
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each box, see Tables 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.7 for architectural requirements;
Tables 1.8, 1.10 for functional requirements; and Tables 1.11, 1.12, 1.13, and 1.14
for policy requirements.

There are two major limitations that could be addressed in future research. First,
this work focuses on standard ML models and does not particularly investigate other
classes of networks, e.g., the Graph Neural Network (GNN) and Generative Adver-
sarial Network (GAN), or reinforcement learning models. Second, the work, even
if generally applicable, is focused on possible models in the financial context, ex-
cluding the specificities of other different application areas. Therefore, the results
of the self-assessment list must be interpreted with caution, and a number of lim-
itations should be considered with regard to the circumstances of the problem to
solve and the peculiarity of the different stakeholders. We note that, big effort of the
research in this field is currently targeting application-specific quantitative metrics,
e.g. Koopman’s safety performance indicators in the automotive domain [163].

A more theoretical contribution to the explainability field has been achieved in
Chapter 2 where two novel theoretical methodologies were developed by exploiting
the concept of feature importance.

Clustering-Based Interpretation of Deep ReLU Network

The first methodology aims at increasing the level of interpretability of a fully con-
nected feedforward neural network with ReLU activation functions, downstream
from the fitting phase of the model. It is worth noting that the introduced method-
ology does not alter neither the structure nor the performance of the network, and
can be easily applied after the training of the model since it relies on the clustering
that naturally arises from the binary status of the different neurons of the network
(in turn, related to the two regimes of the ReLU function).

Then, the existence of a feature importance explanation based on an affine map
for each cluster has been proved, and the empirical application to the Titanic dataset
showed the capability of the method to bridge the gap between the algorithm opti-
mization and human understandability. Our results are encouraging and should be
validated by a larger set of datasets, possibly with more complex networks in terms
of number of layers and tasks to be solved.

Moreover, the cluster-based representation may be further exploited as a regu-
larization to reduce the complexity of a neural network model. In fact, since the
number of clusters can be seen as a measure of the model complexity, a possible
strategy is to penalize solutions with numerous clusters. Nevertheless, this choice
cannot be sufficient when the clusters, even few, are very similar to each other; as
happening, for instance, when the activation of particular neurons changes the clus-
ter definition without so much affecting the cluster’s solution. In order to avoid both
too much and similar cluster, we can enforce the orthogonality among the effective
vectors representing the ` clusters, by minimizing for instance the following quantity:

R = ‖1−ΘTΘ‖F , (5.1)

where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm and Θ is the matrix whose columns are the
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Therefore, once considering the gradient computation of the loss E, a second

term in addition to the empirical loss V must be considered:

∇ŴE =
l∑

κ=1

∇ŴV (yκ, f(Ŵ , ûκ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
BP

+λ∇ŴR(ω(w))︸ ︷︷ ︸
BP ?

It is known that a very important advantage of backpropagation (BP) is the
ability to being efficient in the gradient’s computation1. The good news is that the
derivative involving the term BP ?, of the effective vector ωi with respect to the
network weights, can be computed by backpropagating the scalar product ωi · ω2,
where ωi is interpreted as a ”dummy” pattern and ω2 as the equivalent network.

Another possible solution to tackle the potential issue of the high number of
clusters may be followed by considering the hierarchy of the layers in the network.

Finally, a future line of research could be the generalization of the discussed
approach to the Tensor Networks, e.g. the the matrix product state (MPS) [164],
which retain the affine nature of ReLU networks, while improving the expressive
power using entanglement properties.

Logic constraints to Feature Importance

In the second part of Chapter 2, we presented a novel model agnostic framework
able to inject the apriori knowledge on the relevance of the input features into an
ML model. This ”weighted” approach can contribute to bridging the gap between
the fully data-driven models and the human-guided ones. The advantage of the
proposed method is the flexibility: the logic constraints are fully customizable and
do not depend either on the nature of input features (numerical, categorical, etc.)
or on the architecture of the model, or on the algorithms chosen for the computation
of the feature importance, e.g. LRP.

The method has been successfully applied in the fairness topic, even if future
studies are recommended in order to validate the power of the method in different
datasets and tasks.

A further possible application of the proposed framework is to enforce a priori
selective attention of the model on particular features. This can be useful for example
when the user wants to focus on some relevant words in the text, or a region of an
image (see Figure 5.1).

Furthermore, there could be many cases where the users want to inject prior
knowledge in the form of feature importance in the model. For example, from
experience, one could know that one feature should be less important than another
for the business of the company, e.g. the age, the gender in a particular financial
context. Another possibility is when we a priori know which feature is less reliable,

1The complexity for both the forward flow and the backward pass is O(|W |), due to the weight
matrices products.
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Figure 5.1: The middle part of an image may be subject to an a priori focus.

e.g. less stationary with respect to the others.2 It is worth noting that the constraints
can be settled for just a portion of the dataset.

As future work, we are interested in providing a software solution for the inte-
gration of the proposed framework within the popular machine learning software.
Another future work is to apply the logic constraints to other contexts, in terms of
both datasets (images, text, etc.), and models (random forest, SVM, etc.). Finally,
the usage of other measures based on information entropy can be explored in order
to take into account the problem of correlation between features.

Machine Learning modeling of complex genetic diseases and COVID-19

In Chapter 3 we have reported the analyses on the discovered variants related to
genes involved in the COVID-19 severity. The obtained results have further strength-
ened the hypothesis that COVID-19 is a complex genetic disease. Anyway, the find-
ings contributed to disentangle the complex mechanism of the disease and leading us
to make an effort for defining a comprehensive model. So, in Chapter 4 we described
the interpretable model for the prediction of disease’s severity, successfully tested
within different independent European cohorts.

By better understanding the role of host genetics in COVID-19 susceptibility and
disease severity, we are also in a stronger position to identify public health measures
that will curb the impact of the disease on society as a whole. This should help us
to genetically screen already affected or potential patients in order to predict those
who are more or less susceptible to developing severe disease. It should further help
us in, not only reassigning therapeutics or developing new interventions (including
vaccines) but also in decision-making regarding therapeutics and vaccine allocations.
Beyond what this ML method can help us understand regarding the role of host
genetics in COVID-19 susceptibility and the potential implications for clinical and
public health responses, the model also has strong potential for understanding the
role of host genetics in other complex disorders.

Future works should concentrate mostly on enhancing the accuracy of the genetic
model, also by considering other genetic components, e.g., the Human Leukocyte
Antigen (HLA) variability. A further possibility is to focus on organ-specific IPGS

2In linear regression a similar problem is called attenuation bias, where errors in the input
features cause the weights to go toward zero.
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scores trying to better characterize the multi-organ phenotype of the disease, as
described in Section 3.3. Another very promising line of research regards the study
of possible clusters of patients, on the basis of the genetic, with a similar biological
mechanism for the disease progression. In particular, the Topological Data Analysis
(TDA) is a powerful mathematical tool for representing and visualizing complex data
structures (in the form of a cloud of data points) in simplicial complexes. Preliminary
attempts to apply the TDA methodology3 to the genetic data of COVID-19 provided
good results. The set of features used for TDA are those extracted from the model
described in Chapter 4 and clusters of patients resulted, each one characterized by
a prevalent phenotype and a set of mostly mutated genes.

It is important to mention that, the scientific contributions reported in Chapter 3
and Chapter 4 have been formalized in a pure statistical setting, without the explicit
injection of human knowledge. Probably, also due to the recent advances, the time
has come to explore other approaches such as the Bayesian ones, in order to exploit
the acquired knowledge on the genetic components of the disease. In this context,
the methodology presented in the second part of Chapter 2 provide a strategy to
weight more a particular group of genes.

Finally, preliminary work has been carried out by applying a deep Neural Net-
work model to the genetic dataset of COVID-19. The idea was to exploit the novel
methodology reported in Chapter 2 ”clustering-based interpretation of deep ReLU
Neural Network” in order to identify the feature importance of the genes involved
in the clusters’ solution. For instance, a possible task was to evaluate whether the
network was able to cluster the patients’ features on the basis of the sex. Anyway,
the major issues to solve was related to the parametrization of the network and to
the overfitting in relation to the high number of features and the limited number of
samples. With an increased sample size, the fitting of a deep Neural Network model
is a good prospective solution.

3The algorithm for the dimensionality reduction is UMAP. Then, the clustering algorithm DB-
SCAN work within the partition on the space.
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Appendix A - External cohorts
contributing to the model testing

Five different cohorts (from Germany, Italy, Quebec, Sweden, and UK) contributed
to this study either as a training set or as a testing set. Here we describe the main
features of the cohorts.

• GEN-COVID cohort (Italy). Whole Exome Sequencing with at least 97% cov-
erage at 20x was performed using the Illumina NovaSeq6000 System (Illumina,
San Diego, CA, USA). Library preparation was performed using the Illumina
Exome Panel (Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Library
enrichment was tested by qPCR, and the size distribution and concentration
were determined using Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies, Santa
Clara, CA, USA). The Novaseq6000 System (Illumina) was used for DNA
sequencing through 150 bp paired-end reads. Variant calling was performed
according to the GATK434 best practice guidelines, using BWA35 for mapping
and ANNOVAR36 for annotating.

• Swedish cohort. Whole Exome Sequencing was performed using the Twist Bio-
science exome capture probe and was sequenced on the Illumina NovaSeq6000
platform. Data were then analyzed using the McGill Genome Center bioinfor-
matics pipeline (https://doi.org/10.1093/gigascience/giz037) in accor-
dance with GATK best practices.

• DeCOI (Germany). 800-1000 ng of genomic DNA of each individual was frag-
mented to an average length of 350 bp. Library preparation was performed
using the TruSeq DNA PCR-free kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s protocol. Whole genome sequences were obtained
as 150 bp paired-end reads on S4 flow cells using the NovaSeq6000 system
(Illumina). The intended average sequencing depth was 30X. The DRAGEN
pipeline (Illumina, version 3.6.3 or 3.5.7) was used for alignment and joint
variant calling was performed with the Glnexus software (version 1.3.2). Indi-
viduals with a 20-fold coverage in less than 96% of the protein coding sequence
were removed as well as related individuals to retain only from related pairs.
Variant QC was performed using hail (version 0.2.58). European individu-
als were selected by performing PCA analysis along with the 1000 genomes
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data. Finally, annotation was performed using Variant Effect Predictor (VEP,
version 101).

• BQC-19 (Quebec). Whole genome sequencing at mean coverage of 30x was
performed on the Illumina NovaSeq6000 platform, then analyzed using the
McGill Genome Center bioinformatics pipeline (https://doi.org/10.1093/
gigascience/giz037), in accordance with GATK best practice guidelines.

• GenOMICC/ISARIC4C (UK). Whole genome sequencing at mean coverage of
20x was performed on the Illumina NovaSeq6000 platform and then analysed
using the Dragen pipeline (software v01.011.269.3.2.22 , hardware v01.011.269).
Variants were genotyped with the GATK GenotypeGVCFs tool v4.1.8.1.
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Appendix B - Layer-wise Relevance
Propagation (LRP)

Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) introduced in [3] and described also in [165]
is an explainability method that computes an instance-specific feature importance
by backpropagating the predictions of a neural network along the hidden layers.

Specifically, the method starts by redistributing the prediction f̃(x) backwards
to the last layer (indexed with the letter p), by assigning a relevance score Rp to
each of the dp neuron of the last layer such as their sum is equal to the prediction:

dp∑
p=1

Rp = f̃(x).

This procedure is replicated through the previous layers of network until we obtain
the relevance score of the input variables Ri, i = 1 . . . d. By denoting the layers of
the network with different pedix letters, we have the following chain of equalities:

d∑
i=1

Ri = · · · =
dj∑
j=1

Rj =

dk∑
k=1

Rk = · · · =
dp∑
p=1

Rp = f̃(x)

How to redistribute the relevance of a neuron to the neurons of the previous layers?
In order to fix the ideas, let us consider to redistribute the relevance of the third
neuron of layer k: Rk=3. Suppose we have defined the parameters ρj,k representing
the strengths of the connections4 between the neurons of the previous layer j and
those of layer k. For each neuron of the layer j we compute the ratio of the con-
nection strength ρj, k=3 with respect to the total connection strength of k = 3 (i.e.,∑

j ρj, k=3). For instance the neuron j = 1 will receive the fraction
ρj=1, k=3∑

j ρj, k=3
of the

relevance Rk=3.
Once we are able to compute the contribution of the relevance received from the

froward neuron, the relevance score for a single neuron of layer j, e.g. Rj=1 can
be computed by summing a fraction of the relevance scores of all dk neurons of the
forward layer k:

Rj =
∑
k

ρj,k
Rk∑
j ρj,k

.

4The strengths of the connections, based on the weight of the network will be defined in the
following.
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One possible choice for the connection strength is the square of the neural network
weights:

Rj =
∑
k

w2
jk

Rk∑
j w

2
jk

.

Another possibility is the product of the activation aj for the positive part of the
weights, as reported in the following formula:

Rj =
∑
k

ajw
+
jk∑

j ajw
+
jk

Rk.

In Figure 5.2 we reported a graphical representation of the LRP methods taken
from the original paper [3].

Figure 5.2: Representation of the LRP procedure taken from the original paper [3].
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Appendix C - Shapley value

The Shapley value is a typical solution arising in the framework of the game theory
for the problem of assigning the fair reward to each member of a coalition following
an overall gain (payoff).

The formal definition of a cooperative game of a set D of d players rely on the
function called characteristic function that maps each subset S ⊆ D of players to
a real number corresponding to the expected sum of payoffs the member of S can
obtain by cooperation. In formulae, the characteristic function is:

ν : P(D)→ R, (5.2)

where P(D) is the power set of D, i.e the set of all the possible subsets of D, with
the condition that the function returns zero on the empty subset ν({}) = 0.

In the following, we will uniquely identify each player Di by the integer i in the
range [1, d], so that the characteristic function will be defined in the domain of the
2d subsets of the range [1, d]:

ν : P([1, d])→ R. (5.3)

Under quite natural assumptions, the solution of this problem is given by the Shapley
value, that is a function defined for each player i that gives the fair gain of the player
i for the characteristic function v. With the usual symbol notation, the Shapley value
is computed as:

φi(v) =
∑

S⊆D/{i}

|S|!(|D| − |S| − 1)!

|D|!
(v(S ∪ {i})− v(S)) (5.4)

where the sum is done on all subsets of D not including the player i.
Let us try to understand the meaning of Eq. ((5.4)) for a chosen player i.

Fixing a subset S with cardinality |S| = k, the term v(S ∪ {i}) − v(S) represents
the extra contribution that the player i adds to the coalition S. We can compute
the average of these contributes for the all subsets with a fixed cardinality k:∑

S⊆D/{i}with|S|=k

v(S ∪ {i})− v(S)
|D−1|!

k!(|D|−1−k)!

, (5.5)

where |D−1|!
k!(|D|−1−k)! is the number of the possible subsets with cardinality k. Sure?

yes, the number of combinations of |D − 1| elements in groups with cardinality k.
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Now we should compute the average of the introduced quantity for all the possible
cardinalities of the subsets. These cardinalities are K = {0, 1, 2, ..., |D| − 1} that is
a set with cardinality |D|. This second average is so computed as

∑
k∈K

 ∑
S⊆D/{i}with|S|=k

(v(S ∪ {i})− v(S))
|D−1|!

k!(|D|−1−k)!

 1

|D|
=

∑
S⊆D/{i}

|S|!(|D| − |S| − 1)!

|D|!
(v(S ∪ {i})− v(S)) = φi(v)

(5.6)

and we retrieve the formula for the Shapley value.
One fundamental property of this solution is the Efficiency property. In fact the

sum of the Shapley values of all players equals the value of the grand coalition∑
i∈D

φi(v) = v(D). (5.7)

The super-additive property grants the individual rationality i.e. the fact that in
any coalitions, a player receives more than what he could get on his own.
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